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INTRODUCTION 
A number of papers have appeared with the purpose of generalizing 
Albert’s long-standing result [l, 21 that a simple right alternative algebra of 
finite dimension over a field of characteristic f2 that has a unit element e 
and an idempotent c # e is necessarily alternative. Until now results depended 
on rather strong additional assumptions such as other identities [S, 14, 17, 
36, 371 or internal conditions on the algebra [9, 10, 12, 15, 27, 28, 301. Essen- 
tial progress has been achieved by Micheev who showed that the identity 
(x, x, Y)~ = 0 holds in 2-torsion free right alternative algebras [27]. 
This paper starts collecting information on two natural concepts in a right 
alternative algebra R, the submodule M generated by all alternators (x, x, y), 
and a new nucleus N, . The later sections deal mainly with results on simple 
right alternative algebras. A simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
is either alternative, hence associative or a Cayley algebra over its center, or 
the following statements hold: 
(a) NB is commutative and associative and R = M + RM. 
(b) Each element of R is a finite sum of (nilpotent) elements of type 
(x, x7 Y) or (Lx, ~1, x9 y). 
(4 [R, Ml @ N, - 
(d) No element x # 0 of R satisfies xy + yx = 0 for all y E R. 
(e) R is not a finite-dimensional algebra. 
(f) If R is 6-torsion free, then R = [R, R] + [R, R] R. 
(g) If R is 6-torsion free, then M (# N, . 
(h) If R is 6-torsion free, then [[R, R], R] cf N, . 
(i) If x E R satisfies [[x, R], R] = 0, then [x, R] = 0. 
(j) If c is an idempotent of R and c E N, , then c is a unit element of R. 
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(k) If c is an idempotent of R such that (c, R, R) = 0, then c is a unit 
element of R. 
(1) If c is an idempotent of R such that (c, c, R) = 0 and the Peirce 
spaces RI, and Roe are subalgebras, then c is a unit element of R. 
Some of these results hold in more general situations. An important view is 
that a right alternative algebra has a natural structure as quadratic Jordan 
algebra. A number of nontrivial results are obtainable as applications of 
Jordan theory. For instance, a simple right alternative algebra of finite 
dimension over a field has at least one idempotent (even in characteristic 2). 
By (e) Albert’s above mentioned result is improved. The results (a), (b), (c), 
(g), (j), (1) can be considered as generalizations of Albert’s result that a 
simple alternative algebra with an idempotent c # e is either associative or 
a Cayley algebra over its center [3, 321. By (c), (h), and (i) Kleinfeld’s result 
in [14] is considerably extended. Moreover (c) completes the answer given in 
[40] to a question of Block [4]. By (b) a result of Maneri [17] on (-1, l)- 
algebras is generalized. The last result (1) generalizes the research in [lo, 151. 
It is likely that the proof of (1) contains the essential ingredients for proving 
that simple right alternative algebras with two orthogonal idempotents are 
alternative. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let k be a unital commutative and associative ring. By a (linear) k-algebra 
one understands a k-module R together with a k-homomorphism R @ R + R. 
We denote by xy the image of x @ y in R and call it the product of x, y E R. 
Unless otherwise stated k is completely arbitrary. In general, reference to k 
is omitted. Thus, algebra means k-algebra, ideal means k-ideal, homomor- 
phism means k-homomorphism, etc. Rings can be considered as algebras 
over the ring of rational integers. 
We denote as usual the deviation from the commutative law by the com- 
mutator [x, y] := xy - yx and the deviation from the associative law by the 
associator (x, y, z) := (xy) z - x (y ) f z or x, y, x E R. If rz is a natural number 
such that nx = 0 for x E R implies x = 0, then we call R n-torsion free. We 
call R weakly n-torsion free if R is n-torsion free or satisfies nR = R. We call 
R semiprime if R has no nonzero ideals squaring to zero. If R is semiprime 
and weakly n-torsion free, then R is n-torsion free. R is called prime if the 
product of any two nonzero ideals is nonzero. R is called simple if RR # 0 
and if R has no ideals besides 0 and R. If R is simple, then nR = R if and 
only if R is n-torsion free. Simple algebras are prime and prime algebras are 
semiprime. 
RIGHT ALTERNATIVE RINGS 
The following three identities hold in any algebra: 
4Y, *7 4 + (4 YY 4 w = 6% x, 4 - (5 yx, w) + (4 y, zw). (*) 
bY> rl - LX> rl Y = b, % 3% t**> 
@Y, 4 - 4Y, 4 - b? 4 Y = (X> Y, 4 - (x, z, Y> + (x, x, y). c***j 
The algebras, we are interested in, are those satisfying: 
(x, y, y) = 0 for all X, y E R. (0) 
By polarization (0) implies 
(0’) 
We call an ideal I of an algebra satisfying (0) right prime if IX = 0 implies 
1= 0 or x = 0. We call R right prime if every ideal of R is right prime. 
Clearly right prime algebras are prime. If R is semiprime, then R is a right 
prime ideal of R. Especially simple algebras satisfying (0) are right prime. 
An algebra satisfying (0) and its dual (y, y, x) = 0 for all X, y E R is called 
alternative. An alternative algebra is prime if and only if it is right prime. 
Other authors (and this author himself in a preliminary version of this 
paper) called algebras satisfying (0) right alternative. But it seems better to 
modify the terminology slightly. Hence, we give no name to the class of alge- 
bras satisfying (0). In algebras satisfying (0’) one gets from (***): 
[[x9 YIP 4 + KY, d4 + [h xl, Yl = ax, Y, 4 + 2(Y, z, 4 + 2(% x, Y>* 
(1) 
Relation (2) is easily established in weakly 2-torsion free algebras satisfying 
(0) WI: 
65 Y% Y) - (% ? Y) Y = 0. (2) 
In algebras satisfying (0), relation (2) is easily seen to be equivalent to the 
Moufang-identity”: 
(@Y) 4 Y = 4(Y4 Y)- (2’) 
In the case of 2-torsion (2) is not a consequence of (0). While 2-torsion free 
division rings satisfying (0) are alternative [27, 311, Bruck gave an example 
of a weird division ring satisfying (0) that has 2-torsion and is not alternative 
[28]. San Souci called algebras satisfying (0) and (2) strongly right alternative 
and proved that strongly right alternative division rings are alternative. This 
was the first evidence that right alternative algebras should mean the algebras 
satisfying (0) and (2); we will follow this herein. 
As a first justification we will derive several other conditions that are 
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equivalent to (2) in the class of algebras satisfying (0). We need a few prepara- 
tions. Let 6 be a commutative and associative k-algebra with unit element. 
If R is any k-algebra then the tensor product R @ k carries a natural structure 
as k-algebra. This k-algebra R @ k is called the extension of R defined by ,& 
or the algebra obtained from R by extending the base ring k to );. Relation (0) 
holds in R if and only if it holds in every extension of R. The same statement 
holds for (2). For arbitrary relations having higher degree in one or the other 
variable this is not true. In fact, a relationf(x, ,..., x,) holds in all extensions 
of R if and only if f (xl ,..., x,) and all polarizations off (xr ,..,, x,) hold in R. 
A quadratic k-algebra is a triple (X, U, 2) consisting of a k-module X, a 
quadratic map X + X, x I+ x2 for x E X, and a quadratic map X --+ 
hom,(X, X), x++ U, (see [I& 211 for details). From these one derives a 
commutative bilinear product x o y : = (x + y)” - 9 - y2 (the notation 
A := B indicates that A is defined to be equal to the known expression B) 
and a trilinear product {xyx) := (U3c+z - U, - U,) (y). One defines the 
endomorphisms U,,, , V, , V,,, of X by U,,, : = Uz+ - U, _ U, , 
V,(y) : = x 0 y, V,,,(z) : = {xyx} f or x, y, z E X. By a cubing operation on 
a k-module X is understood a homogeneous map X---f X of degree 3. In any 
quadratic algebra and its extensions one can introduce a cubing operation 
x3 : = U,(x) for x E X. Conversely, given squaring and cubing operations 
on all extensions of X (i.e., the cubing operation on X can be linearized), 
one can introduce a U-operator by taking the derivative of x3 at x 
in direction y, that is 8,x3 1% : = [(x + ~y)~ - x31/~ (7=0 , and defining 
U,(y) := 8,x3 Iz - x2 ” y. 
In the case of an algebra R satisfying (0) one has a squaring operation 
x++ x2 and a cubing operation xt-+ x3, where x3 := x x2 = x2x, on R and all 
extensions. Thus, R has the structure of a quadratic algebra R+ with U- 
operator given by 
uE(y) = (x + TY>” (x + TY) - X3 - x2.y 
7 7-O 
and one has x3 = U,(x). 
A quadratic algebra is a quadratic Jordan algebra if and only if the following 
six identities hold for all extensions [21]: V,,, = V,, , U,V, = V,U, , 
U,(X~) = (x2)2, (9)” = (x2)3, U,, = Uz2, U,, = Uz3. Now we can state: 
LEMMA 0. Let R be an algebra satisfying (0). Then the following $ve 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) R satisjies (2). 
(b) R+ is a quadratic Jordan algebra. 
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(c) lJ,V, = V,U, holds in all extensions of R. 
(d) The relation (x, xy, x) - (x, y, x) x = 0 holds in all extensions of R. 
(e) The relation (x, y2, y) = 0 holds in all extensions of R. 
Proof. It suffices to show the following implications 
(4 * (b) * (4 +- (4 =+- (e) 3 (4. 
HenJ;)2 ‘b’: vK,k4Y) - Vz4Y) = (x-4 Y + (YX) x - x2 o Y = 0 bY (0). 
z,r - 39 * 
(UJ, - VJJaJ (Y) = WY + YX)) x - 4kY) 4 - ((XY) 4 x 
= (x, xy, x) - (x, y, x) x = 0 
by (2). Hence U,V, = VJJ, . By (0), U,(x2) = (x(x2)) x = (x2x) x = x2x2. 
By (0) and (2), x?xs = xa(xx2) = (x’x) x2 - (x3, x, xs) = (x2)” - (x”, x, x) x = 
(x2)“. U&) - Us2(Y) = ((X2Y) x - X((XY) x>> x = ((x9 X,Y) x + (x, XY, 4) x= 
0 by (0) and (2). Finally U,,(y) = ((gy) x2) x = ((x, x2, y) x2) x + (x, x2y, x2) x 
+ U,U,,(y) = Uz3(y) by (0), (2), and U,, = Uz2. Thus R+ is a quadratic 
Jordan algebra. 
(b) * (c): is trivial. 
(4 * (4: (UzV, - Vzu,) (Y) = (x(x 0 Y>> x - x 0 (by> 4 = 
(x, XY, 4 - (x, Y, 4 x. 
(d) =s- (e): polarization of (x, xy, x) - (x, y, x) x = 0 gives 
(x, zy, 4 + (z, v, x) + (% xy, 4 - (x, Y, 4 z - (.% y, x) x - (z, y, x) x = 0. 
Put z = Y to get (x, y2, Y> = (35 x, Y”> - (y, XY, y) - (y, x, y) y = 0 
by (*I. 
(e) 2 (9: BY (*I and ((9, ( x9 YGY) - (x9 %Y)Y = (x3 Y%Y) + (x, Y, Z)Y 
= (X,Y, ZY) -!r (XY, ?Y) - X(Y, %Y) = (X,Y, ZY) - (XY,Y> 4 + X(Y, y, 4 = 
(x, Y, ZY) - (x, Y2, 4 + (XT Y, Y4 = -(x, ZY + Y% Y> - (x, Y2, -4 = 0 as 
polarization of (x, y2, y) = 0. 
We remark that (e) holds in alternative algebras since (x, y2, y) = 
-( y2, X, y) = 0 by (*). By (e) right alternative algebras satisfy 
(x, y, y”) = 0 for x, y E R, (3) 
and its polarization 
(XT z> Y2) + (x, y, yz + XY) = 0 for x, y, x E R. (3’) 
If R is any (linear) algebra, then an element e of R is called a unit element 
if ex = x = xe for all x E R. An element e of a quadratic algebra R+ is called 
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a unit element if U,(x) = x, V,(x) = 2x, and U,(e) = x2 for all x E R+. Unit 
elements are necessarily unique. If R satisfies (0), then e is a unit element of R 
if and only if e is a unit element of R+. It is known from Jordan theory that 
R+ has a unit element if U, is surjective for at least one x E Rf. Any (linear) 
k-algebra R can be imbedded into K-algebra R’ with unit element by taking 
R’ : = K @ R and defining multiplication of R’ so that e : = (1,O) becomes a 
unit element and A (via the map XI-+ (0, x)) becomes an ideal of R’. For us 
it is sufficient to observe that if R is right alternative, then R’ is right alter- 
native. Similarly any quadratic K-algebra R+ can be imbedded into a K-algebra 
R+’ with unit element by taking Rf’ := k @ R+, by defining (01 * 1 + x)” := 
a2 . 1 + 20rx + x2 for Q! E k, x E Rf as squaring operation and 
U,.,+,@ * 1 + y) : = G/3 . 1 + Gy + 2Cx/!3x + ow: 0 y + /3x” + U,(y) for 
01, /3 E k; x, y E R+ as U-operator. Moreover, R+ is a quadratic Jordan algebra 
if and only if R+’ is a quadratic Jordan algebra [21]. 
In a right alternative algebra one calculates using (*), (0), and (2) 
(XY, w, 4 - X(Y, w, 4 
= (x, YW, 4 - (x9 y, wz) + (x, Y, w) 2 
= -(x, 2% Y) - (x9 y, w-4 - (3, 2, w) y = -(x, y, [w, 4) + (x, w, 2) y. 
Hence 
(XYJ w, 4 - X(Y, w, 4 - (x, w, 2) y + (x, y, [w, 21) = 0. (4) 
Interchanging x, y and subtracting the obtained equation from (4) one gets 
([x, Yl, w, 4 - [x, (Y, w, 41 - k x, 4, yl + 6% y, [w, z]) - (y, x, [w, 4) 
= 0. (5) 
In any algebra satisfying (4) one can do the following calculation 
((a, h 4 Y, 4 
= ((4 c, Y, 4 - (44, Y, 4 
= (4 cc, Y, 4 + w Y, 4 c - (4 c, [Y, 4) - 4bc, y, 4 
- (a, Y, 4 (W + (4 bc, EY, 4) 
= (a, b, Cc, Y, 4) + (a, (b, Y, 4,~) + ((a, Y, x),4 4 
- (4 c, [Y, 4) + (a, k [Y, 4) - (a, h [Y, 4) c + & c, [y, 4). 
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Using (*) this can be simplified to give 
((4 6, 4 Y, 4 = (a, h (6 Y, 4) + (4 (4 Y> 494 + ((4 Y, ah c> 
- (a, b,c> [Y, 4 + (a, b, C[Y, 4 - (4 b, [Y, 4) c* 
Especially for b = a one obtains 
(6) 
((a, 4 c), y, z) = (a, 4 (c, y, z)) + (4 (a, y, z), c) + ((a, y, 4, 4 c) 
- (0, a, c) [Y, 4 + (a, 4 C[Y, 4) - (a, 4 [Y, 4) c. 
(7) 
Relation (7) will prove to be a useful tool later on. 
Let R be a right alternative algebra. It is convenient to put S(x, y, z) := 
(x, Y, 4 + (Y, x, x) + (z, x, Y) for x,y, .Z E R. Using (*), (2) and (3) we 
calculate for a, b E R that 
[a, (b, 4 41 = 44 6, a) - (6, ub, u) 
= (ah 6, 4 - (a, b2, a) + (a, 6, bu) - (6, ub, a) = S(ub, 6a). 
Hence we have shown 
[a, (4 ha)] = WJ, h 4. (8) 
If R satisfies S(x, y, z) = 0 for all x, y, z E R, then R is called a (- 1, l)- 
algebra [17]. Relation (8) was derived and used for (- 1, 1)-algebras in [ 171. 
If U, V, W are subsets of R, then we denote respectively by UV, [U, V], 
(U, V, W) the submodule of R generated by all elements of type uw, [u, 01, 
(u, v, w), where u E U, v E V, and w E W. If U consists of only one element u, 
then we write respectively uV, [u, V], (u, V, W) instead of UV, [U, V], 
(U, V, W). Similar notations will be used without further comment. From 
now on R will be right alternative unless otherwise stated. In the later 
calculations we will use the relations (*) and (0) normally without comment. 
But we’ll indicate the use of relations (1) (2),.... 
POWERS AND HOMOTOPES 
In a (linear) algebra, powers are defined recursively by x1 := x and 
x”+l :zz xx”. In a quadratic algebra, powers are defined recursively by 
x1 : = x, x2 given by the squaring operation, x~+~ := U,Jxn) for n > 1. If R 
is right alternative, then by (2) (y, x, xn+l) = (y, x, x”) x and induction with 
respect to it shows (y, x, xn) = 0 for all TZ > 1. Equivalently, Ii,, = (R,)“. 
Hence Ra,,,, = Ran+,, or equivalently (R, xn, x~) = 0 for all natural 
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numbers n, m[l, 281. Our result shows x%~ = x*+~ [17]. Hence, any sub- 
algebra of R that is generated by a single element is commutative and asso- 
ciative. The same is true for extensions of R. This is usually expressed by 
saying that R is strictly power-associative. Moreover, one sees that the powers 
of x as element of R coincide with the powers of x as element of Rf. If there 
is a unit element e, then one defines x0 : = e in R and in Rf, and an element 
x of R is called invertible with inverse y if there exists y E R such that 
xy = e = yx. Ify’ is another inverse of x, then y’ = y’(xy) = y - (y’, X, y) = 
Y - (Y’,YX’,Y) =Y - (Y’, X~,Y)Y =Y - (Y’, x, XOY)Y =Y by (2) and 
(3’). Hence inverses in R are uniquely determined. If x is invertible, then its 
inverse is denoted by x-l. One easily computes U,(x-l) = x and 
U,((x-1)2) = e. Th ese are just the conditions that x as element of Rf is 
invertible with inverse x-l [18]. Conversely, if x is invertible as element of R+ 
and has inverse y, then U,(y) = x, U,( y2) = e implies x 0 y = 2e [ 181. 
From this e = U,(y”) = (xy2) x = ((xy) y) x = (xy) (x 0 y) - ((xy) x) y = 
2xy - xy = xy. Consequently xy = e = yx and x turns out to be invertible 
as element of R with inverse y. If x E R is invertible, then one defines 
x-” := (x-r)n for 11 3 1. Then the integer powers of x form an abelian group 
with multiplication xnxm = x~+~. This will be a consequence of the following 
theorem. An element x E R is called left invertible with left inverse y if 
yx = e. An element x E R is called right invertible with right inverse x if 
xz = e. For x E R define L, E hom,(R, R) and RR, E hom,(R, R) by 
L,(y) : = xy and R,(y) := yx for y E R. Then U, = R,L, . 
THEOREM 0. Let R be right alternative with unit element e. For x E R the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) x is invertible. 
(b) x is left invertible and right invertible. 
(c) L, and R, are invertible. 
(d) L, and R, are surjective. 
(e) x is invertible as element of a commutative associative subalgebra of R 
containing e. 
(f) x is invertible as element of Rf. 
(g) U, is invertible. 
(h) U, is surjective. 
(9 eEIm U,. 
Moreover, if x is invertible with inverse x-l, then (U&l = U,-I , 
(R&l = R,-1 , (L&l = U,-IR, , and for all rational integers n, m one has 
R,,R,, = R,,+m and (R, xn, x”) = 0. 
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Proof. We have seen already that (a) and (f) are equivalent. By the 
theory of Jordan algebras (f), (g), (h), and (i) are equivalent and (U&l = U,, 
holds [18]. Trivially (c) * (d) s (b) and (e) z- (a). Assume that (b) holds 
and xy =e, zx = e. Then (xy) x = x and by (2’) zx = x((xy) X) = 
((zx) y) x = yx. Hence x is invertible with inverse y. Thus (b) * (a) and 
y = a. Assume (a). From (y, x-l, X) = (y, x-l, X-lxz) = (y, x-l, 9) x-l = 
(y, x o x-l, x) x-l = 0 by (2) and (3’) and (y, X, x-l) = -(y, x-l, x) = 0 
one sees that R, is invertible with (R&-l = R,-1 . Hence L, is invertible with 
(L&l = ((R&l US)-l = lJ,-IR,. Thus (a) * (c). Moreover, R,,R,, = 
R aP+m , and (R, xn, x”) = 0 for all rational integers m, 71. This shows 
xmxn = xm+% for rational integers n, m. Hence the subalgebra generated by x 
and x-1 is commutative and associative. This proves (a) + (e) and we are done. 
A quadratic Jordan algebra J is called special if there exists an associative 
algebra R such that J is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the quadratic Jordan 
algebra Rf. In the case of a right alternative algebra R over a field of charac- 
teristic f2 Albert [l] proved that R+ is a special Jordan algebra. This 
extends to right alternative algebras over an arbitrary ring: Adjoin first a 
unit element to the right alternative algebra R and denote by R’ the obtained 
right alternative algebra. By Lemma (0) (RI)+ is a quadratic Jordan algebra 
having R+ as subalgebra. The map XE+ R, , x E R’, is a monomorphism of 
the quadratic Jordan algebra (R’)+ into the special quadratic Jordan algebra 
hom(R’, R’)+. Hence R+ is a special quadratic Jordan algebra [I 1, 181. 
In a quadratic Jordan algebra one can derive by nontrivial calculations 
[21] the relations U,U,(x”) = (U,(y))” and Uv,(v) = U,U,U, . The latter 
relation is called the fundamental formula on account of its importance. The 
reader may verify these two formulas without much effort in the case of R+, 
where R is right alternative (since Rf is special it suffices to take R associative). 
Let J be a quadratic Jordan algebra. For fixed u E J the u-homotope J(U) of J 
is defined as the quadratic algebra that coincides with J as module and has 
squaring operation xt+ U,(u) and U-operation xtt Ut) : = U,U, . It is 
known that J(U) is again a quadratic Jordan algebra [23]. 
Let R be a right alternative K-algebra. Given a fixed u E R the k-module R 
together with the new product x u* y : = (xu) y is an algebra R(U). We call it 
the (left) u-homotope of R [23]. From (xu. y) 21. y = x; (yu. y) and 
((x u’ y) u’ Z) u*y) = x u’ ((y 2(’ Z) u+ y) one has that R(@ is again right 
alternative. Hence R has a lot of right alternative algebra structures. From 
x u’ x = U,(u) and (x; y) u’ x = U,U,(y) one sees (R+)(u) = (R(u))+. At 
the same time this proves independently from Jordan theory that (R+)(u) is 
again a quadratic Jordan algebra. Iteration gives (R(U))(Q) = R((Uv)u). R(U) has 
a unit element if and only if R has a unit element and u is invertible. If R(u) 
is unital, then its unit element is u-l. An element D of R is invertible in R(U) 
if and only if z, is invertible in R. If n is invertible in R with inverse v-1, then 
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the inverse of v in R(*) is (u-‘VT’) u-l. If II E R is invertible, then the u-homo- 
tope Rf”) is also called the u-isotope of R. A K-linear map f: R -+ R’ between 
two unital right alternative algebras R, R’ is called an isotopy if f is an 
isomorphism of R onto an isotope of R’. Isotopy is an equivalence relation 
on account of the iteration formula. Under isotopy left and right ideals 
remain left and right ideals. Hence all isotopes of a simple right alternative 
algebra are simple and right alternative. A result in [23] says that all isotopes 
of an alternative algebra are alternative. Hence, to prove that a given right 
alternative algebra is alternative it suffices to find an alternative isotope. If R 
is a unital right alternative algebra with the property that every nonzero 
quadratic ideal of R+ contains a minimal quadratic ideal of R+, then there 
exists a nonzero x E R such that U, = 0 or there exists a nonzero c E R such 
that c is an idempotent in an isotope of R [25]. 
An element x of a right alternative algebra R is called quasi-invertible with 
quasi-inverse y if x + y = xy = yx. If R’ is the algebra obtained from R by 
adjoining a unit element e then x E R is quasi-invertible with quasi-inverse 
y E R if and only if e - x is invertible in R’ with inverse e - y. In R+ the 
definition may be phrased in Jordan terms by x 0 y = 2(x + y), U,(y) = 
x + y + x2, UZ(y2) = x 0 y + x2 + y2 [23]. An element x E R is called 
properly quasi-invertible if x is quasi-invertible in all homotopes R@). Since 
x E R is quasi-invertible (resp. properly quasi-invertible) in R if and only if 
it is in R+ we can infer from Jordan theory [23] that the set of all properly 
quasi-invertible elements of R is an ideal of R+, which coincides with the 
Jacobson radical rad(R+) of Rf (= maximal ideal of R+ consisting entirely of 
quasi-invertible elements). In the case of an alternative algebra R rad(R+) 
is an ideal of R. Whether this holds in right alternative algebras is an open 
problem. 
NUCLEI 
In a right alternative algebra R the left nucleus NA , the right nucleus N,, , 
the nucleus N, the center C, the alternative nucleus N, , the right alternative 
nucleus Ns , the commutative nucleus N,, are defined respectively by 
N,:={vER/(v,R,R)==O) 
N,,:={vER((R,R,~)=O) 
N:=N,nN, 
C:=(VENI [v,R] =0} 
N,:=(w~Rj(x,y,o)=(et,x,y)forallx,y~R~ 
NB:=(v~R~(x,x,v)=(~~,~,v)=(~2,y,~)+(~~y,~,v)=Oforall 
X,Y ERI 
N~:=(vEN~~[v,R]=O}. 
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It is well-known that (*) implies that NA , N,, , N, and C are associative sub- 
algebras of R. The more general definition of N, in [39] reduces to the above 
one in right alternative algebras. Since right alternative algebras are strictly 
power-associative, N, is an alternative subalgebra [39]. By our remarks in the 
first section v E N, if and only if in any extension R : = R ox R the element 
v” := v @ 1 satisfies (x”, 5, 6) = (9,x”, 5) = 0 for all x” E i?. If R is weakly 
2-torsion free then the definition of N, can be simplified: If v E R satisfies 
(x, x, v) = 0 for all x E R then for all 3i: in an extension R of R one has 
(a, 2, 5) = 0 and 
2(9,4, a) = (3, 2, a> - (5, 22, a> = -(x, x, xv) = -(Z, 2, a> 3i: = 0 
by (*) and (2). Hence N, = {v E R ( (x, x, v) = 0 for all x E R). 
From (** *) with v = ,a one sees 
2(x, y, v) = (v, y, 4 forx,yER and VER such that [v, R] = 0. 
(9) 
Hence in a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra [v, R] = 0 implies 
VENT. ThusN,=(vERI[v,R]=O} d an our above definition coincides 
with the more general definition of NY in [37]. To prove that N, and NY are 
subalgebras we need: 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then (x, x, vy) = (x, x, y) v 
for v E N, and all x, y E R. 
Proof. One calculates using (*) 
(XT x, VY) - (x7 x, Y) v = x(x, v, y) - (x2, 74 Y) + (x, xv, Y) - (x9 x, Y) v 
= X(Y, x, 0) + (x, y, x) v - (x, Y, xv) + (x2, y, v) 
= (XY, x, v> - (x7 yx, v) + (x2, Y, v> 
= (x2, y, v) + (XY + yx, x, 4 = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. N, is an alternative subalgebra of R. 
Proof. Let v, w E Ns and let R be any extension of R. Then v% = Gi 
and by the lemma (2, f, 66) = (E, f, 6) 6 = 0 for 5 E 8. 
Also 
(22, 2, ezq = -(Z, 42, aq = -(a, f, f 0 (Gz)) = -(a, f, (ix) a) 
= -(Z, 3, (5,e?, a)) - (a, 2, q&f)) = (a, f, (5, f, G)) = 0 
from (7) with 5 = c, R = a = y, ~5 = z. Hence, VW E NB and NB is a sub- 
algebra of R. 
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COROLLARY 2. N,, is a commutative and alternative subalgebra of R. 
Proof. Let a, w EN,, . By Corollary 1 VW E Ns . By (***) [VW, z] = 
(v, w, z) - (v, x, w) + (z, v, w) = 2(w, z, v) - (v, z, w) = 0 by (9). If N, 
is weakly 3-torsion free, then N, is actually associative by (***) and (9). 
But Kaplansky has given an example of a commutative and alternative algebra 
of dimension 6 over the prime field with three elements that is not associative 
[351. 
COROLLARY 3. If v E N, and x E R, then the subalgebra generated by v and x 
is associative. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show (f, g, h) = 0 in case f, g, h are monomials 
in x and v. By induction with respect to the number of factors of (fg) h we 
may assume that there is a natural number N 3 3 such that (f, g, h) = 0 
whenever (fg) h has at most N factors. To prove that N + 1 has the same 
properties as N consider (f, g, h) such that (fg) h has N + 1 factors. From (*) 
and the assumption on N one derives that one may assume that f has only 
one factor. With the polarized form of (2) one sees similarly that one may 
assume that g has only one factor. The remaining cases (x, x, h), (x, V, h), and 
(v, X, h) are treated by writing h = xh, or h = vh, . From (2) we see 
and 
(f, x, xh,) = (f, x, h,) x = 0, 
(f, v, vh,) = (f, v, ho) v = 0, 
(f, x, vh,) + (f, v> x4) = 0. 
Also (v, v, h) = (h, v, v) = 0 and (x, x, vh,) = (x, x, h,) v = 0 by the 
lemma. The result of Corollary 3 is a generalization of a theorem of Artin 
for alternative algebras [29]. There exist various more general associativity 
theorems for alternative algebras [22]. We are content with stating and proving 
Artin’s Theorem with inverses for right alternative algebras in 
COROLLARY 4. Let v E R be invertible. If v lies in one of the nuclei then v-l 
lies in the same nucleus. If v E N, and x E R, then the subaIgebra of R generated 
by v, v-l, x and x-l (;f x is invertible) is associative. 
Proof. By Theorem 0, for invertible v one has (R, v, v-l) = 0. 
Assume v E NA . From U, = RJL, one has U.+ = (U&i = 
(L&l (R&l = (L&l R,-1 . Hence (v-l, v, z) v-l = zv-1 - U,-&,(z) = 
zrl - (L&l Rv-IL,(z) = a+ - (L,)-lL&,-l(z) = ZV--~ - R&z) = 0 
for z E R. This shows (v-r, a, .a) = 0 and (LJ-1 = L,-1 . Consequently, for 
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X, y E R(v-l, X, y) = (v-l, ZJ(O-lx), y) = 0 by (*). Thus er E N, implies 
er-r E NA . Assume v E N, . Then (x, y, v-l) v = 0 by (*). Hence (x, y, v-i) = 
((x, y, v-l) v) er-i = 0 and v-l EN, . Consequently, v EN implies v-1 EN. 
Next, assume v EN, . Then (v-l, v, a) = (2, v-l, v) = 0 and (x, X, v-l) v = 0 
by the lemma. Hence (x, X, v-l) = 0 and (v, v-l, a) = 0. Thus (x2, x, v-l) v = 
(x, v-l, x2) v = (x, v-4, x) v = (x, v(v-?z), x) = (x, X, x) = 0 by (*) and the 
lemma. Hence (x2, X, v-l) = 0. Since this holds not only for x E R but for 
x E R, where a is any extension of R, we conclude v-r E NB . Assume v E N, . 
Then v E N, and (v-i, v, R) = 0 and (v, v-i, R) = 0 follows. By (*) 
v[(v-l, 4 Y) + (Y, x9 v-91 = -@A v-lx, y) + (vy, x, v-l) + (v, y, xv-‘) - 
(v, y, x) v-l = (v, y, v-lx) - (v, y, x) v-l + (x, v-l, vy) + (xv-l, v, y) = 0 by 
(2) and (*). Hence v-l EN, . Finally let v E R satisfy [v, R] = 0. Then by 
(***) for z E R and (9) 
0 = [v-lv, z] = [v-l, z] v + (v-l, 0, z) - (v-l, 2, v) + (z, v-l, v) 
= [v-l, z] v - 2(v-1, z, v) = [v-l, z] v + 2(2, v-l, v) = [v-l, z] v. 
This shows [v-l, R] = 0. Hence v E N,, implies v-r EN,, and v E C implies 
v-1 E c. 
The proof of the associativity of the subalgebra generated by v EN, and 
their inverses (in case v or x are invertible) is the same as the proof of Corollary 
3 up to minor changes. One has to consider (f, g, h) where f, g, and h are 
monomials in v, X, and their inverses. For v E Na (x2, y, v) + (x 0 y, x, v) = 0 
gives (x2, x-l, v) = 0. Hence (x-l, x2, v) = (x-l, x, xv) = (x-l, x, v) x = 0. 
Multiplication with x-l from the right gives (x-l, x, v) = 0. Hence all asso- 
ciators (f, g, h) such that (fg) h has precisely three factors are equal to zero. 
By induction hypothesis we may assume that all associators (f, g, h) vanish 
for which (fg) h is a product of at most N factors. Consider a product (f, g, h) 
such that (fg) h has N + 1 factors. Applying (*) and (2) one gets from the 
induction hypothesis that one may assume that f and g consist of a single 
factor. Since one may interchange the role of x (resp. v) and its inverse it 
suffices to show that the associators (x, v, h), (x, x-r, h), (x, x, h), (v, X, h), 
(v, v, h), and (v, v-l, h) all vanish. One has (v, a, h) = (h, v, v) = 0 and 
(v, v-l, h) = (h, v, v-l) = 0. One can write b in one of the forms xh, , 
x-‘&, , vh, , or v-i&, . After application of (2) and the lemma only the following 
associators need to be considered: (x, v, v-Vz,,), (x, v, X-G,,), (x, x-1, x/z,), 
(a, x, X-VI,,). One has (x, v, v-lh,,) = (( x, 9, v-lko) v) v-1 = (x, v, h,) v-1 = 0 
and similarly (x, x-l, xh,,) = 0 and (v, x, X-Vz,) = 0. In the remaining case 
(x, v, X-Vz,) we observe (x, x-l, &a) = (x, x-l, h,v) from (4). This allows 
to assume in (x, v, x-Vz,) = -( x, x-l, v$,) that h, has x or x-l as first factor. 
Hence (x, v, X-lh,,) = (x, x-l, h,v) = 0 as we saw above. 
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There are a number of inclusions between the various nuclei of 
right alternative algebras. Trivially N, C N, , N, C Ns , N, C Ne , and 
N, n N, = IV, n iV, = N. By (9) N, n N, = IV, n N = C. If R is weakly 
2-torsion free, then N, n N,+ = C by (9). If R is weakly 3-torsion free, then 
N,nN,=Cby(9). 
By examples one can show that there are no other inclusions between the 
nuclei holding for all right alternative algebras besides those already men- 
tioned. For example the 5-dimensional algebra in [7] satisfies N = N, = 
N,=N,=O,O#N,!$N,. 
Later we will use the above defined nuclei to get insight into the 
structure of right alternative algebras. There do exist other less natural gener- 
alizations of the center. For example in a right alternative algebra R N, := 
{n E R / v(x~) = (xv) y, x(vy) = (VX) y for all x, y E R) = {=a E N, / v(xy) = 
(XV) y} is a subalgebra such that C = N, n N,, C N, C N, . We omit the 
proof since we will not study N, in the following (the structure of such an 
algebra has been determined in [37]). 
Concerning the behavior of the nuclei under isotopy one can say the 
following. Let R be right alternative with unit element e. If u E R is inver- 
tible, then the left nucleus, right nucleus, nucleus, center, alternative nucleus, 
and right alternative nucleus of RIU) are respectively given by N,+-1, N,u-1 
Nu-l, Cu-l, Np-1, N,u-1 ( b o serve that u-l is the unit element of R(“)): 
A result of this type was proved by Bruck for loops and by McCrimmon 
for alternative algebras [23]. Only N, does not behave so nicely. The proofs 
require calculation of the associator (x, y, z)tU) of x, y, z in RtU). It is 
(x, y, z)(u) := (x u’ y) u’ z - x u’ (Y u’ 4 = b% y, 4 z + (xu, yu, 4 = 
((xu, yu, u-l) u) z + (xu, yu, x) by (*) and Theorem (0). 
One reads off N,+u-1 C Np), N,u-l C NF’, hence Nu-l C NtU) and 
Cu-l C GU). Let n E N, . To show VU-~ E Np) we calculate 
by (2), Theorem (0) and (*). 
This shows N,u-l C Np’. Finally, let w E NB . To show wu-l E N’ we 
calculate 
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(x, w-1, x)(u) = (x24, w-1, u) x + (xu, 0, x) 
= -((xu, 0, u-1) u) x + (xu, ?I, x) 
= ((xu, u-1, v) u) x + (x, xu, v) 
= -((x, 24, u-10) u) x + (x, x24, w) 
= -(x, u, v) x + (x, % fJ) 
= (x, 24, x) v - (x, vu, x) = 0 
by (2) and Lemma 1. 
If R is 2-torsion free we are done. In the general case we first show 
(xu- x, vu-r, X)(U) = 0 for v EN, . We need a preparation. The preceding 
calculation showed (x, xu, w) = (x, u, V) x for all x, u E R. Using this relation 
and its polarized form one gets for v E Ns and all u, x E R 
((u, x, u> x) u - (u, x, fJ) (WC> = (x4 x, 4 u - 04 x9 w> (4 
= (xu, x, w) u + (ux, x, TJ) u - (u, ux2, v) 
= (x 0 u, x, v) 24 + (x2,11, w) u = 0. 
Hence 
Since this calculation can be done in any extension of R we conclude 
N,u-l C Np’. The lacking inclusions are gotten from (R(U))(U-B) = R. For 
example(Np’) U* eCN, implies Nj“‘uCN,, hence Np’CN,t+. Consequently 
Np’ = NAu-l, Nf“ = N~EL-~, N(U) = Nu-1, C(u) zz Cu-1, &-p’ = N,u-1, 
and Np’ = Nsu-1. 
In general isotopy is a broader concept than isomorphy. In fact, for inver- 
tible u E R the linear transformation R,: R(U) -+ R is an algebra-isomorphism 
if and only if u E ND . 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then 
2[x, ~1” = [[x2, ZJ], v] - x[[x, er], u] - [[x, v], w] x for v EN, , x E R. 
481/37/1-2 
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Proof. From (***) we get [x2, w] - X[X, V] - [x, V] x = 0. The polarized 
form of this equation gives 
a% 4” = [4% 4 + 1% 4 4 4 - x[[x, v], w] - [[x, 01, v] x 
= [[x2, WI, 4 - 4% 4, WI - [[x, w], w] x. 
Let R be a right alternative algebra and let N- be one of the nuclei N, , N, , 
N,, , NA , N, , N. We define W- := (w E N- 1 WR C N-}. If W- is a right 
ideal, then W- is characterized as the sum of all right ideals of R contained 
in N- . A subalgebra of R is called nil if all its elements are nilpotent. Since 
the sum of nil ideals is a nil ideal one has a maximal nil ideal called the nil 
radical. We denote by I- the nil radical of N- . If N- is commutative and 
associative, then I consists of all nilpotent elements of N- . An algebra is 
called nilpotent if there is a natural number t such that every product of 
more than t factors is zero [29]. An algebra (an ideal) J is called locally nil- 
potent if any subalgebra of J generated by a finite set of elements of J is 
nilpotent. If N- is a commutative and associative subalgebra, then any 
N--ideal generated by a finite set of elements of I- is nilpotent. Hence I- is a 
locally nilpotent ideal of N- . If an algebra R has no nonzero locally nilpotent 
ideals, then R is semiprime. 
From (2) and its polarized form one gets 
LEMMA 3. Let R be a right alternative algebra. For w, x, y E R one has 
(w, x, y)” = (w, (0, x, XY), Y) + (w, yx, (WI, x, YN - (w, x7 (WY x3 YN Y* 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then W, , N, + N,R and 
P, : = {p E R 1 pW, = O> are ideals of R such that (R, R, R) C P, , P,W, = 0, 
and [N, , NJ C W,. Moreover, (w, x, y)” = 0, and [x, w212 E W, , and 
2[x, w]” E W, for w E No and x, y E R. 
Proof. From (4) we see [ND , R] C N, . From (6) we get (N, , R, R) C N, . 
Hence N, + N,R is an ideal of R and W, is a right ideal. From (***) we 
obtain [W, , R] C W,, . This establishes that W, is an ideal of R. Conse- 
quently P, is an ideal of R. By (*) (R, R, R) C P, . Again from (***) one sees 
[N, , NJ C W, . From Lemma 3 and (ND, R, R) C N, one gets (w, x, y)” = 0 
for w E N, and x, y E R. Lemma 2 implies 
2[x, WI” = [[x2, 4, VI - XL% $4 - [[x, 4,wl x E w, 
for WEN,, and XER. 
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From (***) one sees 
[w2, x] = w[q x] + [v, x] 0. 
Hence [x, w212 = (2[x, ZJ] v)” E 4[x, ~1” v2 3 0 modulo W, . 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a right alternative algebra such that W, = I, = 0. 
ThenN,=Nandv2~Cforv~N,. 
Proof. From [No, N,,] C W,, = 0 we see that N, is commutative. Hence 
1, consists of all nilpotent elements of N, . This proves (N, , R, R) = 0. 
Hence N, = N and [x, v212 = 0 implies v2 E C for v EN, . 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
such that W, = I, = 0. Then N, = C. 
By Lemma 4 a prime right alternative algebra is associative or satisfies 
W, = 0. In the latter case information on the ideal of R generated by I, is 
given in the following. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. 
Let N- be a commutative subalgebra of Ne satisfying [N- , R] C N- , 
(R, R, N-) C N- , and (N- , NV, R) = 0. Then I_ + I-R is a locally nil- 
potent ideal of R such that (N- , R, R), (R, R, N-), and [N- , R] are contained 
in I- . 
Proof. From (N- , N- , R) = 0 we see that N- is associative. Hence I- 
consists of all nilpotent elements of N- . By (1) (N- , R, R) C N- . From 
Lemma 3 we get (N- , R, R) Cl. From Lemma 2 we get [N- , R] CI- . 
Hence (1) gives 2(x, y, w) + 2(y, v, x) E I- for v EN- and x, y E R. Hence 
4(x, y, V) E I- . Since R is weakly 2-torsion free, we obtain (R, R, N-) C I- . 
Hence I- + I-R is an ideal of R. It remains to show that 1- + I-R is locally 
nilpotent. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that R has a unit element. Then 
I- + I-R = I-R. Let x, be finitely many elements of I-R. Then there is a 
finitely generated, hence nilpotent N--ideal J C I- and finitely many yK E R, 
say K = 1, 2,..., s such that x, E Jyl + .*= + JyS for all V. The subalgebra X 
generated by the x, consists of finite sums over finite products with factors in 
the sets JyK . It is sufficient to find a natural t such that any product of more 
than t factors, where each factor lies in one of the sets JyK is zero. From 
(N- , N- , Ii) = 0 and the polarized form of (2) we get (JR) (JR) C 
JR + (J, R, JR) C JR. Hence JR is a subalgebra of R containing X by 
construction. Define Jr, := J” + Jn+lR for n > 1. Using (***) and (4) 
one easily derives by induction [pfl, R] C J”, (J”+l, R, R) C J”, 
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(R, R, I’? C I”, W+‘R R RI C J”R IJn + JnJC Jn+l , JnJm C Jn+m , 
and MJR> + (JR) Jn C In - 
Especially the Jn are ideals of JR such that JR 3 J1 3 Jz 3 a** . For large n 
we have J,, = 0 since J is nilpotent. From (*) and the polarized form of (2) 
one gets (JR JR JR) C J(R JR JR) + CL R, JR) + Up 4 JR) (JR) C J1 . 
Consequently, JR/ J1 is associative. Hence any product of (s + 1) + r factors 
(each factor in one of the Jr,) can be written as z&i *.. zr) modulo jr with 
x0 being a product of s + 1 factors. Let ;, j E J and x E R. Since [N- , R] C N- 
and J is an N--ideal we get 
2(i4 (ix) = 2i(x(jx)) + 2(i, x, jx) = 2i(x(jx)) = 2i(x(jx) - jx”) + 2(ij) x2 
= i[x”, j] + i[[x, j], x] + 2(ij) x2 E J + ]“R = jl . 
In case R = 2R we get (ix) (jx) E J1 . By polarization this gives 
W (jr) + (9 (i4 E h f or x, y E R. At least two factors of z,, are in the 
same JyM . Hence z0 E J1 . In case R is 2-torsion free we get similarly 2%,, E J1 . 
In any product of 2t factors there is at least one factor that is successively 
multiplied by t products of factors on the left or on the right. Let .z E Jn 
and assume that x is multiplied by f > 2s + 1 factors on the left or on the 
right. Since (Jn , JR, JR) C Jn+r and (JR, J,, , JR) C ]n+1 we can write the 
product in question modulo Jn+i in the form 
w = (WI **- Wd) Z(Wdfl *** Wf). 
One of the products (wl ... wd) or (w&+r ... We) is built up of at least s + 1 
factors. In case 2R = R it lies in Jr . Hence w E JIJn + J,Ji C Jn+r . In 
case R is 2-torsion free we get 2”~ E _I,+, . This shows that X is nilpotent. 
Applying Lemma 5 to N, we get 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative akebra. If 
N, is commutative, then I, + IDR is a locally nilpotent ideal of R such that 
(N, , R, R) and [N, , R] are contained in I, . 
Proof. Trivially N, C N, and (N, , N, , R) = 0. One has [N, , R] C N, 
from (4). 
COROLLARY. Let R be a prime 2-torsion free right akernative algebra 
without locally nilpotent ideals. Then R is associa&e or N,, = C. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 (R, R, R) C P, and P,W, = 0. In case W, = 0 one 
applies Corollary 2 of Lemma 4. 
Our next results concern N, . 
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LEMMA 6. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then We is a right ideal of R. 
The set of all x E R such that ssW, = 0 is a left ideal of R containing all (x, x, y) 
for x,y~R. If CENT, then (2c,R,R)CNe. If (N,,R,R)CN,, then 
We , NB , R) C K . 
Proof. By (7) and Lemma 1 one has for c E iVa and all a, y, x E R 
(a, a, (c, y, 4) = (a, a, b, 4) c - (4 a, cb 4) = 0. Hence by (*I 
(aa, a, (2~ Y, 4) = (as, a, Cc, y, 4) + ( a, aa, (c, y, a)) = 0. Since this cal- 
culation works in any extension of R (2c, R, R) C Ns follows. Furthermore, 
(a2, a, (WB , R RN C (a, a2, (W, , R RN C (a, a, a 0 (6, R, RN 
C (a, a, (We, R, R) R) R C (a, a, Ne) R = 0 
shows (We , R, R) C NB . Hence We is a right ideal of R. The submodule 
(z E R \ zWe = 0} is a left ideal since (Rz) W, C R(zWe) + (R, z, W,) C 
(x, We , R) = 0. It contains all (x, x, y) for x, y E R by Lemma 1. If 
(No, R, R) C No, then (No, No, R) C W, by (*h 
COROLLARY. In a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra R one has 
(N,,R,R)CN,and(N,,Ng,R)CWg. 
LEMMA 7. Let R be a right alternative algebra satisfying (Ne , Ne , R) = 0. 
Then [Ne , Ne] C N, . If R is weakly 2-torsion free and N,, is commutative, then 
tN,P%lC4* 
Proof. From (4) and (R, N, , N,) = 0 one gets [NB , NJ C N, . Let N, be 
commutative and let R be weakly 2-torsion free. By Theorem 1 [N, , R] CI, 
and each element of 1, + I,R is nilpotent. Let v, w E Ns . Then [v, w] E N, 
and by Lemma 2 
2[v, w12 = [[v2, 4, 4 - v[h 4, w] - [[v, 4, w] v ~1, + I$. 
Hence [v, w] E 1, by Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
without nonzero locally nilpotent ideals. If N, is commutative and 
(Ns , Ne , R) = 0, then N, is commutative. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
without nonzero locally nilpotent ideals. If W, = 0, then Ne is a commutative 
and associative subalgebra. Moreover, Ie + I,R is a right ideal of R containing 
(No , R R). 
Proof. By Lemma 6 (N, , NB , R) C W, = 0. Hence N, is associative. 
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From Lemma 4 we see [N, , NJ C IV, C IV, = 0. Hence N,, is commutative 
and Corollary 1 to Lemma 7 gives [Na , Na] = 0. By Lemma 6 
(Ns , R, R) C Na . Since (N, , N, , R) = 0 Lemma 3 gives (N, , R, R) C N, . 
Consequently & + IeR is a right ideal containing (N, , R, R). 
LEMMA 8. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If c E N, is an idempotent 
such that [c, (c, R, R)] = 0 then c E NA . 
Proof. By (4) we have for x, y E R 
(c, x, y) = (cc, x, y) = c(c, % Y) + (c, x, Y) c - (c, c3 [xx, Yl) = 2(c, x, Y) c. 
Iteration schows (c, x, y) = 4((c, x, y) c) c = 4(c, x, y) c. Hence (c, X, y) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a weakly 2-torsion free rght alternative algebra such 
that [R, NJ C Ne . Then Ne $ NeR and We are ideals of R containing 
(Ne , Ne , R) and [Ne , NJ. If Ne is commutative and (Ne , Ne , R) = 0, then 
I, + IeR is a locally nilpotent ideal of R such that (Ne, R, R), (R, R, Ne), 
and [Ne , R] are contained in Ie . 
Proof. From Lemma 6 we know (N, , R, R) C Ns . Hence (1) implies for 
x = v E Ns that 
4(y, z, 4 = 2(y, z, ~1 + 2(x, v, Y) E Ne . 
Consequently (R, R, Ne) C Ne . If x = v E We, then [v, Z] y E NB by (***). 
Hence [We , R] C We . Hence Ns + NeR and We are ideals containing 
(No, Np , R) by Lemma 6. From ( ***) we get [Na , NJ C We . The other 
statements follow from Lemma 5 with N- = Na . 
COROLLARY. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
such that [R, Ne] C N, . If Ne contains no nonxero ideal of R, then NB is com- 
mutative and associative. Moreover, Ie + IeR is a locally nilpotent ideal of R 
containing (N, , R, R), (R, R, Ne), and [Ne , R]. If N, contains no nonzero 
ideal of R and if no nonzero ideal of R is locally nilpotent, then Ne = C. 
Next, we study the nucleus N, = {V E NB 1 [v, R] = 0). 
LEMMA 9. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If (Ii, R, W,,) C N, , then 
W,, and P,,:={p~RjpW,=0} are ideaLF of A such that W,CWe and 
(x,x,y)~P,forallx,yER.If(Ne,R,R)CNe,then(N,,N,,N,)CW,. 
The assumption (R, R, W,) C NY holds if R is 3-torsion free. The assumption 
(Ne , R, R) C N, holds if R is 2-torsion pee. 
Proof. If (R, R, W,,) C N, , then (WY, R, R) C N, by (9). Hence W, is an 
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ideal. From iV, C N, one sees (R, P, , W.) = (PY , R, W,) = (PY , WY , R) = 0. 
Hence P,, is an ideal of R. Lemma 1 gives (x, X, y) E P,, for all 
x,y~R. If (N,,R,R)CN,, then (NY , N, , R) C Na . Equation (5) gives 
[(N,, , N, , R), R] = 0. Hence (N,, , N, , R) C N, . With (*) this gives 
(N,,N,,N,JCw,. Th e assumption (R, R, W,,) C N,, follows from (***) 
and (9) in case R is weakly 3-torsion free. If R is 2-torsion free, then the 
corollary to Lemma 6 implies (N, , R, R) C NB . 
In a weakly 3-torsion free right alternative algebra R one gets from (9): 
(N, , N,, R) = 0. (10) 
Hence N,, is a commutative and associative subalgebra of R such that 
‘X , Nv , R) = 0. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra such 
that (N,, , R, R) C N, and (N,, , N, , R) = 0. Then I, + I,R is a locally nil- 
potent ideal of R containing (N,, , R, R) and (R, R, N,). 
PYOO~. The assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 1 Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
such that ([R, R], N,, , R) = 0 and (NY, NV , R) = 0. Then I, + IVR is a 
locally nilpotent ideal of R containing (NY , R, R) + (R, R, N,). If R has no 
nonzero locally nilpotent ideal, then N, = C. 
Proof. Using (5) and (9) one derives (N,, , R, R) C N,, from 
(R RI, N, , R) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a weakly 2-torsion free right alternative algebra 
that has no nonzero locally nilpotent ideal. If [R, R] C N,, and (10) holds, then R 
is commutative and alternative. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 we see N,, = C besides IV = 0. From (1) we see 
S(x, y, z) = 0 for all x, y, z E R. Consequently (**) and (8) give [x, y12 = 
[x, y[x, y]] = -[x, (y, x, y)] = 0. This proves [R, R] C I,, = 0. Being 
commutative R is alternative. 
In [14] Kleinfeld proved that a simple 6-torsion free right alternative ring 
with an idempotent and such that [R, RJ C N, is a commutative field. This is 
a trivial consequence of the preceding Corollary 2. The result follows also 
from CoroIlary 1 and the following lemma which is of interest in its own 
right. In a later section we will obtain better results for simple algebras. On 
the other hand [14] gives an example of a right alternative algebra over a 
field of characteristic #2 such that [R, R] C N,, but R is neither commutative 
nor alternative. 
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LEMMA 10. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If x, y E R are such that 
[x, y], [x, y2], and [x, xy] are in N, , then 16[x, y]” = 0. 
Proof. Let v : = [x, y] E N,, . From (***) one has [ ya, X] + 2yv = 
2( y, y, x). Hence 2[x, yv] = 2[x, (y, y, x)]. On the other hand by (l), (**), 
and (8) 
0 = [[x, 4, yl = I?, by, y]] + 2S(xy, y, x) 
= h VY + (Y? x, Y)l + 2[x, (Y, y, ‘41 = I& VYI + 1% (Y, y, 41. 
Hence 4[x, vy] = 0. By (***) [x, vy] = v2 - 2(v, y, X) - (x, v, y). Hence by 
(9) 4v2 = 6(v, y, x). By Kleinfeld’s result in [16] one has (v, X, Y)~ = 0. Hence 
16v4 = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a 2-torsion free right alternative algebra such that N, 
contains no nonzero nilpotent element. If x E R satisfies [[x, R], R] = 0, then 
[x, R] = 0. 
ALTERNATORS 
In an algebra R the associators of type (x, x, y) or (y, x, x) are called 
alternators. We denote by M the submodule of R generated by all alternators. 
Clearly M = 0 if and only if R is alternative. One will expect that M is a 
useful tool in studying right alternative algebras. 
Let R be right alternative. From (*) and (3’) we obtain for a, b, x E R 
a(b, b, x) = (ab, b, x) - (a, 62, x) + (a, b, bx) = (ab, b, x) - (a, b, xb). 
Modulo IM thus gives with (2) that 
a(b, b, x) = -(b, ab, x) - (b, xb, a) = -(b, b, x) a - (b, b, a) x. 
Hence 
a(b, b, x) 3 -(b, b, x) a - (b, b, a) x modulo M for a, b, x E R. (11) 
The right side of (1 l), hence the left one, too, is symmetric in a and x. 
Applying (11) to (7) one gets 
((a, a, c), y, 4 = [Y, ~1 (a, a, 4 = da, a, [y, 4) module M 
fora,c,y,zER. (12) 
LEMMA 11. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then M + RM is a left 
ideal and M + MR is an ideal of R containing M + RM. Moreover, 
(M + RM) We = 0 and ;f I is an ideal of R contained in We , then 
(M+ MR)I=O. 
Proof. From (11) and (12) we see (M, R, R) C M + RM C M + MR. 
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Trivially M + (M, R, R) = M + (R, R, M). This proves that M + RM 
is a left ideal and M + MR is an ideal. By Lemma 6 MW, = 0. Hence 
and 
(M+MR)IC(M,R,I)C(M,I,R)=O. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then M + 3MR C 
M+[M,R]CM+MR. 
Proof. By the lemma M + [M, R] is contained in the ideal M + MR. 
For a, b, x E R we get from (11) modulo M + [M, R] that (b, b, x) a = 
a(b, b, x) = x(b, b, a) = (b, b, a) x and 
3(b, b, x) a = 2(b, b, x) a + (b, b, a) x = (b, b, x) a - a(b, b, x) 3 0. 
HenceM+3MRCM+[M,R]. 
If Rt”) is an isotope of R, then (x u. x) u.y - x y. (x U.y) = 
-((xu, xu, u-l) u) y + (xu, xu, y) E M + MR implies M(U) + M(U) u. R(U) = 
M + MR. This proves again that isotopes of alternative algebras are alter- 
native. We put L : = M + RM. Lemma 11 showed that L is a left ideal of R. 
Let W, := {ZEL 1 ZR CL}. 
LEMMA 12. Let R be a right alternative algebra. Then L is a left ideal 
containing (L, R, R) and W, is an ideal of R containing (L, L, R), (R, L, L) and 
(b, 6, L) for all b E R. 
Proof. By Lemma 11 L is a left ideal. From M CL we see (L, R, R) CL. 
Hence W, is a right ideal of R. Clearly R W, CL and (R W,) R C R( W,R) + 
(R, W, , R) CL. This shows that W, is an ideal of R. Using (*) one sees 
(L, L, R) + (Ii, L, L) C W, . Equation (11) gives (b, b, L) C W, for b E R. 
We want to determine L better. Calculating modulo M we see 
a(b, b, a) = (ab, b, a) + (a, b, ba) = ([a, b], b, a). On the other hand 
(6, ub, a) = (6, b, a) a = -(b, ba, a) by (*). This implies 
2[a, (b, b, a)] = 3([a, b], b, a) modulo M. (13) 
Moreover, one sees that L contains the submodule L’ generated by all elements 
of type (x, x, y) or ([a, b], b, a). By (11) 2(b, b, a) a EL’. Hence, by (1 l), 
2x(b, b, a) EL’ and 2L CL’ CL follows. If (b, b, a) a EL’ for all a, b E R or 
if 2R = R, then L = L’. In (- 1, l)-algebras one gets L = L’ from (8). In 
case 3R = R and [a, (b, b, a)] E M for all a, b E R one gets L = L’ = M 
from (11) and (13). 
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The interesting fact about L’ is that the generators (x, X, y) and 
([a, b], b, u) are nilpotent. Micheev [27] proved (x, X, y)” = 0 in 2-torsion 
free right alternative rings and his proof goes through for right alternative 
algebras. Kleinfeld [16] proved ([a, b], 6, u)” = 0. Moreover, Kleinfeld gave 
an example of a g-dimensional algebra over a field having elements a, b such 
that ([a, b], b, a) # 0. The following is an example of a free algebra of 
minimal rank 3 over K. Let R have basis e, x 1o , X, with multiplication given 
by ee = e, ex, = xle = xloxlo = xl , ex10 = xl0 , x1x1 = xlOe = x1x1, = 
x,,,.x, = 0. The only nonzero associators are (xi,, , xu,, e) = xi and 
e, xl,,) = -x1 . Hence R is right alternative and satisfies 
, e, Q) # 0. Moreover R satisfies [R, M] = 0. 
THEOREM 4. A 3-torsion free semiprime right alternative algebra R sutis- 
fying MC N, is alternative. 
Proof. By[R,M]=OandLemmallL=M+RM=M+MRisan 
ideal of R. By the Corollary to Lemma 11 3L C MC N, C N, . Since 3L 
is an ideal, 3L C W, and, by Lemma 11, (3L)2 = 0. Thus L = 0 and R is 
alternative. 
We can also look for the ideal generated by all commutators. Let 
R be right alternative. From (5) modulo [R, R] + M one gets ([x, y], w, z) = 
-2([w, z], x, y). Iteration gives 3(k ~1, w, 4 E [R, RI + &f. By (**> 
MC [R, R] + [R, R] R. In case 3R = R one concludes ([R, R], R, R) C 
[RR, R] + [R RI R. H ence [R, R] + [R, R] R is an ideal of R. We note 
our result in: 
LEMMA 13. Let R be a right alternative algebra satisfying 3R = R. Then 
[R, R] + [R, R] R is un ideal of R. 
SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
We will need the known fact that simple algebras are never locally nil- 
potent [32]. The author is indebted to Kegel for the following simple proof, 
which is modeled after an argument of McLain in group theory [26]: 
LEMMA 14. Any minimal ideal I of a locally nilpotent u&ebru satisfies 
12 = 0. 
Proof. Let I # 0 be a minimal ideal of R. If I2 # 0, then there are 
x, y E I such that z : = xy # 0. The smallest ideal of R containing 2 equals I. 
Hence there exists a finite set E such that x and y are sums of products 
having factors in E u {z>, where each of these products has at least one factor 
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equal to z. Let H denote the subalgebra generated by E and x. Being finitely 
generated, His nilpotent. Denote by Ht the subalgebra of H consisting of all 
finite sums over products of at least t factors (all in H). Then H” = 0 for 
some t > 1 and there is a maximal natural number n 3 1 such that z E H”. 
By construction x, y E Hn. Hence z = xy E H 2n in contradiction to the choice 
of n. This proves Ia = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. A locally nilpotent algebra is not simple. 
COROLLARY 2. A locally nilpotent semiprime algebra has no minimal ideals. 
Remark. If R is any algebra put R<O) := R and recursively Rct+l’ : = ideal 
of R generated by Rct’Rct>. Then R = Rc”’ 3 R(1) 3 Rc2’ 3 *** is a de- 
scending chain of ideals of R. We call R Penico-solvable if Ret> = 0 for some 
t [4, 111. We call R locally Penico-solvable if any finitely generated subalgebra 
of R is a Penico-solvable algebra. Clearly locally nilpotent algebras are locally 
Penico-solvable. The same method as in the proof of Lemma 14 gives that 
minimal ideals of locally Penico-solvable algebras square to zero. 
Applying the Corollary 1 of Lemma 14 one obtains. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative al’gebra. Then 
R is alternative or the following statements hold: 
R=L=M+RM=L’=(R,R,R), N, = N = C, w, = 0, 
and No is a commutative and associative subalgebra such that (Ne , NB , R) = 0 
and (Ne,R,R)CIe. 
Proof. By the remarks following Lemma 12 L = M + RM = 
L’ C (R, R, R). The ideal W, equals R or is zero. In the first case R = W, 
one gets R = L = L’ = (R, R, R). By Lemma 11 this gives RW, = 0. 
Hence We = 0 and, by Corollary 2 of Lemma 7, NB is a commutative and 
associative subalgebra. By Lemma 6 (N, , N, , R) = 0. In the proof of 
Corollary 2 of Lemma 7 we saw (N, , R, R) Cl, . By the Corollary to Theo- 
rem 1 N, = N = C. In the second case W, = 0. By Lemma 12 this implies 
(L,L,R) =(R,L,L) =0 and LCN,. 
Let x1 , xa ,..., x, be finitely many elements of the ideal L + LR. There 
exist finitely many nilpotent elements generating a left R-ideal JCL C Ne 
such that x1 , x2 ,..., x, all lie in J + JR. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5 
one proves for n 3 1 that 
(J + JR) (J” + J’3 + (P + J-1 (J + JR) C J” + Jn+lR 
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and 
(f + JR) (P + J”f’R) + (J” + J-q (J + JR) c J”” + p+lR. 
Since J is nilpotent this proves that J + JR is a nilpotent ideal of R. By 
Corollary 1 of Lemma 14 one concludes L + LR = 0. Hence L = 0 and R 
turns out to be alternative. 
Remark. In [17] it was proved that a simple (-1, 1)-algebra R such that 
6R = R is alternative or satisfies R = (Ii, R, R). 
The main problem in proving that all simple 2-torsion free right alter- 
native algebras are alternative consists in finding suitable elements in N, . 
We illustrate this by deriving some results under assumptions that certain 
elements are contained in NO . 
LEMMA 15. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
[NB , R] C NO , then R is alternative or NB = C. 
Proof. From (1) and [NO, R] C N, one sees (R, R, N,) C NO since 
(N, , R, R) C NO . If R is not alternative, then the assumptions of Lemma 5 
are satisfied. As locally nilpotent ideal 1s + I,R is zero which shows N, = C. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
[R, R] C NO , then R is alternative. 
Proof. Assume that R is not alternative. By the Lemma Ns = C. Hence 
N,, = C, [R, R] C C, and from Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 one sees that R is 
alternative. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
[a, (b, b, a)] E NB for all a, b E R, then R is alternative or N, = C and 
R=M+C. 
Proof. From (13) one derive L’ C N, + M. By Theorem 5 L = L’ = R 
if R is not alternative. Hence R = M + N, . Since N, is commutative this 
implies [R, NJ C [M, NJ C N, . By the lemma Na = C. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free right alternative algebra. 
If [M, R] C N, or [[R, R], R] C N, , then R is alternative. 
Proof. By (1) [[R, R], R] C Na implies S(a, b, c) EN, for all a, b, c E R. 
Hence (8) gives [a, (b, b, a)] E NO . The latter statement is trivial in case 
[M,R]CN,. If R is not alternative, then Corollary 2 gives in both cases 
Ns = C and R = M + C. Hence we have [R, R] C C or [[R, R], R] C C. 
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Applying the Corollary of Lemma 10 one concludes [R, R] = 0. Hence R is 
alternative. 
COROLLARY 4. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free (- 1, 1)-algebra. Then R is 
associative or Ne = C and R = M. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, if R is not alternative, R = L = M + RM = L’. 
By (8) L’ = M. By Corollary 2, NB = C. A 3-torsion free alternative (-1, l)- 
algebra is associative. 
LEMMA 16. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
MC Ne , then R is alternative. 
Proof. If R is not alternative, then by Theorem 5 (N, , N, , R) = 0, and 
R = M + RM. Hence by the Corollary to Lemma 11 and by (12) 
R=M+RMCM+(M+[M,R])MCN,+[M,R]MCN,.HenceR 
is alternative. 
Let R be a strictly power associative algebra over a field k. A linear map 
h: R + K of R into an extension field K of K is called a seminormal inear form 
if h vanishes on all commutators, associators, and nilpotent elements of any 
extension of R [S, Ill. We indicate the definition of a generically algebraic 
algebra: If R has a unit element and if each element x of R satisfies a manic 
polynomial m,(T) E K[T], which varies “continuously with x,” then R is 
called generically algebraic. “Continuously” shall mean that the coefficients 
of m,(T) = C m,(x) ri are polynomial functions on R. For more details the 
reader is referred to [20]. We will need only that generically algebraic Jordan 
algebras of characteristic #2 possess in the reduced trace a nonzero semi- 
normal linear form h that has value h(c) = 1 for each absolutely primitive 
idempotent c of R [20]. Examples of generically algebraic Jordan algebras are 
the finite dimensional Jordan algebras [5] and the Jordan algebras belonging 
to a quadratic form [ 1 I]. 
Let R again be a right alternative algebra and R+ the corresponding 
Jordan algebra. R+ is a commutative algebra under the product given by 
a 0 b := ab + ba. Since R is right alternative one obtains for the associators 
in R+ 
(a 0 b) 0 c - a 0 (b 0 c) = [b, [a, c]] + 2(b, a, c). (14) 
Any seminormal linear form X on R+ vanishes on all nilpotent elements of R; 
hence, on L’ CL = M + RM. In case R = M + 2MR one has X(R) = 
X(2MR) = X(2M(M + 2MR)) C h(2L + 2[M, [M, RI]) C X(2L) C h(L’) = 0 by 
(14) and (M, M, R) CL. 
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THEOREM 6. Let R be a right alternative algebra such that R = M + 2MR. 
Then the quadratic Jordan algebra R+ admits no nonxero seminormal linear form. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. 
If Rf admits a nonzero seminormal linear form, then R is alternative. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple right alternative algebra over a Jield of 
character&ic 22. If Rf is generically algebraic, then R is alternative. 
Proof. A generically algebraic Jordan algebra over a field of characteristic 
#2 has a nonzero seminormal linear form [20]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a j&e dimensional simple right alternative algebra 
over a Jield k of characteristic f2. If R has an extension I? = R Ok K, which 
is not nil, then R is alternative. 
Proof. Assume that R is not alternative. Then R = M $- RM. Adjoining 
a unit element e we get a unital finite-dimensional k-algebra R’ : = I? @ K . e. 
Since I’?+ is not nil, there exists a primitive idempotent c in I?+ as is shown 
in [5]. Let h denote the reduced trace on (R’)+. From X(c) = 1 one sees that 
the restriction of h to I?+ is a nonzero seminormal linear form. On the other 
hand X vanishes on M + RM, hence on l?. The contradiction shows that R 
is alternative. The result of Corollary 3 improves slightly on the result of 
Albert, who showed that finite-dimensional simple right alternative algebras 
having a unit element e and an idempotent #e are alternative. 
We can note one more consequence of (14). 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
R+ is associative, then R is nil or aJield. 
Proof. Assume that R+ is associative. Then (14) implies ([a, b], a, b) = 0; 
hence L’ = M. By Theorem 5 R = M or R is alternative. In case R = M 
each element of Rf is a sum of nilpotent elements by Micheev’s result. 
Hence R+ and R are nil. If R is alternative, then R is associative or a Cayley 
algebra of dimension 8 over its center [3, 321. In the latter case R+ is not 
associative. If R is associative, then [[R, R], R] = 0 by (14). The Corollary 
to Lemma 10 shows that [R, R] = 0. Hence R is zero or a field. 
LEMMA 17. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If j E R satisfies j 0 x = 0 
and U,(j)==OforallxER, thenI:={iERIij=O}isanidealofRcon- 
taining M and j. 
Proof. From 9j = -jx2 = -(jx)x = (xj)x = U,(j) =OoneseesX2EI 
for all x E R, especially j2 E I. For i E I and x E R one has (ix) j = 
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(ix)j + (ij) x = i(x oj) = 0 and (ti)j = -(ix)j = 0. Hence I is an ideal. 
For X, y E R one has (x, x, y)j = (xay)j - (x(xy))j = (xj) (xy) by (0’) and 
(4 (XY) = 4W.i) x = ((y4.i) x = y&d 4 = 0 by ~,,,,(i> = 0, 
(X 0 y) j = 0 and (2’). Thus Mj = 0. 
Note that always 2 U,(j) = (X o j) o x - j o ~2. 
COROLLARY 1. If R is right prime, and if j E R satisjies j 0 x = 0 and 
U,(j) =Oforallx~R, thenj=O. 
Proof. Recall that R is right prime if Ij = 0 for an ideal I implies I = 0 
or j = 0. Since j E I, one concludes j = 0. 
The multiplication algebra, M(J), of a quadratic Jordan algebra J is 
defined as the algebra of linear transformations of J generated by the U, and 
I’, for x E J. A trivial consequence of Corollary 1 is 
COROLLARY 2. If R # 0 is right prime, then the multiplication algebra 
M(R+) is not nilpotent. 
COROLLARY 3. If R # 0 is a right prime algebra of finite dimension over a 
$eld, then R is not nil. 
Proof. McCrimmon has shown in [24] that R+ is nil if and only if M(R+) 
is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY 4. A simple right alternative algebra R of finite dimension over 
a field contains an idempotent. 
Proof. Since a simple right alternative algebra is right prime, R is not 
nil by Corollary 3. If x E R is not nilpotent, then the subalgebra generated by x 
contains an idempotent by a well-known result of Albert [5]. 
THEOREM 8. A simple right alternative algebra of Jinite dimension over a 
field of characteristic #2 is alternative. 
Proof. By Corollary 4 R is not nil. By Corollary 3 to Theorem 6 R is 
alternative. 
The question of nilpotence and solvability of 2-torsion free right alternative 
algebras has been studied mainly by Russian mathematicians [7, 19, 30, 331. 
Put inductively Iz~~l : = R, RL~+~~ : = RR[,l , RcO) := R, Rc~+~) : = Rc,,R for 
i 3 0. Then R is called right (resp. left) nilpotent if R(,, = 0 (resp. R[,] = 0) 
for some n. R is nilpotent if and only if R is left and right nilpotent. If R 
is left nilpotent and finitely generated, then R is nilpotent [33]. Dorofeev 
gives an example of a finite-dimensional solvable, hence nil, right alternative 
algebra with is right nilpotent but not nilpotent [7]. 
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Slin’ko gives an example of a solvable right alternative algebra R that is left 
nilpotent [it satisfies R(RR) = 01, locally right nilpotent but not right nil- 
potent [33]. Further results in this direction were recently published in [42]. 
PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION 
Let R be a right alternative algebra. An idempotent c of R is an idempotent 
of R+ and induces a decomposition of the quadratic Jordan algebra R+ into a 
direct sum of submodules Rf = R,, + R,,, + R,,,, [ll, 181. This so-called 
Peirce decomposition of Rf enjoys nice rules for multiplying its components 
in R+. E.g. RI, and Ro,, are quadratic Jordan subalgebras. But one lacks 
good multiplication rules for the multiplication in the underlying right 
alternative algebra. Nevertheless Albert’s classification of simple right 
alternative algebras over a field of characteristic #2 used the Peirce decom- 
position as essential tool to derive that a nonzero trace of R+ vanishing on the 
associators of Rf vanishes on the associators of R[l, 21. In the right alternative 
algebra R one has 
and 
R,, = {XER 1 xc = cx =x}, 
Ii,, = {x ER 1 xc = cx = 0}, 
R,,, = {XER 1 xc + cx = ix}. 
Moreover Ro,,Rll = R,,R,, = 0. If c is an idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0 
then RI,, decomposes into the direct sum of two submodules 
and 
One easily verifies that the Ru for i, j E (0, l} satisfy the following multiplica- 
tion table (this is shown in [lo, 121 in case R is 2-torsion free): 
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E.g., the first entry expresses the information R,,R,, C RI, + R,, . Besides 
it is true that R,, and R,,,, are Jordan subalgebras of R+ such that xij E R,, for 
x..ER,iandx~,=x&=O.W e consider this statement as part of the informa- 
t:in given by the table in phrases like “it follows from the table . ...” In an 
alternative algebra the condition (c, c, R) = 0 holds for any idempotent c 
and the following stronger assertions hold R,,R,, C R,, , R,,R,, C R,, , 
R,,,R),, C RI, , R,,,,Roo C R,,,, , R,,R,, = RGI,, = 0 and xi,, = xii = 0. 
The assumption (c, c, R) = 0 does not hold for any idempotent c of a right 
alternative algebra [l, lo]. However, (c, c, x) E R,, + R,, and (c, c, x)2 = 0 
for all x E R [lo] and one may hope to prove (c, c, R) = 0 in simple right 
alternative algebras. If c is an idempotent in a (- 1, l)-algebra R such that 
(c, c, R) = 0, then one has by easy calculations R,,R,, C RI,, , R,,R,, C R,, 
and R,,R,, = R,R,, = 0. If R is in addition 3-torsion free, then one has 
moreover R,,R,, CR,, and RolRo, C R,, , hence c E NA . In [8] it is shown 
that in a 6-torsion free (- 1, 1)-algebra whose center contains no ideal of R 
squaring to zero any idempotent c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0, hence lies in N,, . 
From this several known results on (- 1, l)-algebras easily follow by applying 
results from the preceding sections and the following 
LEMMA 18. If R is a (-1, l)-algebra, then N = N,, C NA n N,, 
[N, R] C N, and [NA , M] = [NB , M] = 0. If R is weakly 2-torsion free, then 
N = N, = NA n NB . 
Proof. From S(x, y, z) = 0 one gets N, C NA . Hence N = N, C N,+ n N,. 
By (4) [N, , R] C Np; hence [N, R] C N. By (8) [a, (b, b, a)] = 0 for a, b E R. 
Polarizing a one sees [NB , M] = 0. Polarizing b one gets for v E Nh and 
a, b E R that [a, (b, V, a)] = 0. Replacing a by a + b this implies 
ba, (h 0, @I + [h (6 0, 41 = 0. 
Again from (8) we have 
b, (4 b, a)] = -[a, (h 4 w)] = -[b, (4 w, a)]. 
Using S(b, o, Q) = 0 and w E NA we conclude 
h (6 b, 41 = Lb, (a, h v>l. 
Interchanging the role of a and b we get 
b, (a, a, b)l = [a, (b, a, n)] = -[a, (b, 0, a)] = 0. 
Hence [NA , M] = 0. If R is weakly 2-torsion free and v E NA n N, , then 
2(a, b, 4 = (a, h v) + (b, ~,a)=-(w,a,b)=O.HenceN,nNs=N,. 
481/37/I-3 
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THEOREM 9. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free (- 1, l)-algebra. Then R is 
associative or N,, = N,, = N = C = Np = NY . If R is not associative and 
c E R an idempotent, hen c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. Assume R is not associative. Then, by Theorem 5 R = L = L’ 
and N, = N = C. By the remarks following (13), L’ = M and Lemma 18 
shows[N,,M]=[Nq,M]=OandN=N,nNs.HenceN=N,CN,= 
Np . By Lemma 15 N, = C. Any idempotent lies in N, = C. But the center 
of a simple algebra is zero or a field whose only idempotent is a unit element 
of R. 
Two idempotents c, , cz of an algebra are called orthogonal if clcz = czcl = 0. 
If R is a right alternative algebra, then two idempotents are orthogonal as 
elements of Rf if and only if they are orthogonal as elements of R [18]. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a simple 6-torsion free (-1, l)-algebra. If R contains 
two orthogonal idempotents, then R is associative. 
By the theorem a simple 6-torsion free (- 1, I)-algebra having an idem- 
potent c, that is not a unit element of R, is associative. This is the main result 
of Maneri in [ 17. In a forthcoming paper “The Characterization of (- 1, l)- 
Rings” Hentzel obtains deeper going results on the structure of (-1, l)- 
algebras, especially every 6-torsion free simple (- 1, 1)-algebra is associative. 
In any right alternative algebra one has 
3@, b, c) = s(a, b, c) + (a, b, c) + (4 a, c) - (a, c, b) - (c, a, b). (1% 
Hence 3(R, R, R) C M in (- 1, l)- a e lg b ras. By (13) and (8) 3L = 3L’CM 
in (- 1, I)-algebras. This shows 
3(R, R, R) CL and 3(R, R, R) R C 3(R, R, R) + 3R(R, R, R) CL 
by (*). Hence 3(R, R, R) C W, , The ideal 3W, is contained in M. If R is a 
prime 6-torsion free (- 1, l)- a e lg b ra, then by the remarks before Lemma 18 
any idempotent c of R is in N* . Hence by Lemma 18 [3 W, , c] = 0 and 
3 W,c is an ideal of R. Assume now that R is a prime 6-torsion free (- 1, l)- 
algebra having two orthogonal idempotents c, c’. Then (3W,c) (3W,c’) = 0. 
Since R is prime one of the factors, say 3W,c = 0. This gives W,c = 0 and 
consequently 3(R, R, Rc) = 3(R, R, R) c C W,c = 0. This proves Rc C N,, , 
hence c = ca E N, . Hence CR C N, by (4) and c = ca E W, . By Lemma 4 
POW, = 0 and (R, R, R) C P,. Since R is prime one concludes 
(R, R, R) C P, = 0. Hence R is associative. This gives 
THEOREM 10. Let R be a prime 6-torsion free (- 1, 1)-algebra having two 
orthogonal idempotents. Then R is associative. 
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Especially a prime 6-torsion free (- 1, I)-algebra having a unit element e 
and an idempotent c # e is associative. This is Sterling’s result [36]. 
Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c E R be an idempotent. If 
c E N, then (c, c, R) = (R, c, c) = 0. Conversely, assume (c, c, R) = 0. Let 
y = yu + yrs + yol + y,,s be the Peirce decomposition of y E R. Then the 
table easily implies (y, y, c) = y& + y,,,,yr,, - yilyoi - y$ and 
(Y2, YP 4 = YllYto + (YllYOl) YlO + (YlOYOO) YlO + Yo2OYlO 
+ YilYlO + YOlYfO - Y&Y01 - Y12OYOl - YlOYil 
- YOOYil - (YooYlO) YOl - (YOlYll) YOl * 
Hence c E N, if and only if (c, c, R) = 0 besides 
and 
RooR,o = &RR,, = 0 
Yfo =r:1 = (YlO ,YlO ,Yoo) = (YOl ,YOl 3rd = 0 
for all yil E R,, , yro E Ii,, , yor E R,, , and yoo E R,, . If R is 2-torsion free, 
then c E NB if and only if (c, c, R) = 0 besides RooR,, = RIIRoI = 0 and 
yfo = yir = 0 for yro E R,, and yor E R,, . 
Similarly c E NA if and only if (c, c, R) = 0 besides R,,R,, C RI, , 
R,,R,, C R,, , R,,R,, C R,, , and R,,R,, C R,, . Finally c EN, (resp. c E N) 
if and only if (c, c, R) = 0 and the Peirce components multiply as in the case of 
an alternative (resp. associative) algebra. 
LEMMA 19. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If c E R is an idempotent 
such that (c, c, R) = 0 and R,,R,, = R,,R,, = 0, R,,R,, + R,,R,, C R,, , 
RooRoo + Ro,Ro, + Go 3 then a : = R,oR,o + (R,oRo,) R,o + (%&o) ROI + 
R,,R,, is an ideal of R. 
Proof. The proof consists in straight forward calculations. For example 
WGoRod R,o) 4, C a + (%o(Ro,Rlo)) RR,, C a + (4o > R,o , Ro&o) 
C a + Rlo(Rlo(RolRloN C a + Rlo((RloRol) Rio 
C a + (Rio y ho T RloRol) C a + &l(RloRol) 
C a + (Rll , ho p Rod C a. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If c E N,, n NB is an 
idempotent, then 
a := RloRol + (RloRol) Rio + PolRlo) Rol + RolRlo 
is an ideal of R. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. If 
c E Ne is an idempotent, hen RI,,R0I = RolRlo = 0 or RloRol = Rll , RolRlo = 
R,, or R is alternative. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 R is alternative or NB is commutative. In the latter 
case c E NA n NB by Lemma 10. Hence a is an ideal of R by Corollary 1. 
We will now show that under the assumptions of Corollary 2 that R is 
alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
LEMMA 20. Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c E R be an 
idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0. If RI, = RI,&, , R,,R,, = 0 (resp. 
Roe = %&o > R,,R,, = 0), then RI1 (resp. R,,) is an associative subai&ebra 
of R. If, moreover, (RolRol) ho = 0 WP. VWlo) Rol = Oh then 
PO1 , Rll , &A = 0 (resp. (Rio , Roe , Roe) = 0). 
(RI, > RI, > RIO%,) C &&I 9 40, Rod C R&G, 9 %1 , 4,) = 0. 
Hence (RI, , RI, , RI,) = 0. By (*) one has (Rol , R,&, , RI,) = 0 from the 
assumption. Similarly one shows resp. R,R,, C R, , (R,, , R, , R,) = 0, 
(RIO 7 %o 3 Roe) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. If c E N, 
is an idempotent such that R,,R,, C R,, = R,,R,, and R,,,RO, C R,, = R,,lRI,, , 
then RI, and R,, are associative subalgebras of Ne . Furthermore RIoRIo (resp. 
R,,R,,) is in the center of R,, (resp. RoO), if and only if R,, C N,, n N, (resp. 
R, C NA n Ne). 
Proof. By the lemma R,, and R,,,, are associative subalgebras of R. The 
proof of R,, C N, (resp. R,,, C N,) is straightforward and consists in checking 
all alternators. RI1 C NA is equivalent to (R,, , R,, , R,,) = 0. For xii E R,, , 
ylo E 4, , xl0 E Rio one has 
@ll > YlO 9 %o> = hYl0) x10 - %(Yl&10) 
= -%0(~11Y10) + %1(%0Y10) = bll 9 %0Y101~ 
Similarly one treats R,, C N, . 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free r@ht alternative algebra. If 
c E Ne is an idempotent such that RI, = RIoRo, , R, = &lRro, then R is 
alternative or RI, and R,, are commutative and associative subalgebras of 
Nh n NB . 
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Proof. If R is not alternative, then by Theorem 5 N, is commutative and 
c E N,, by Lemma 8. Hence one can apply Corollary 1. 
The Levitzki radical of an associative algebra is the sum of all locally nil- 
potent ideals. It is easy to see that the Levitxki radical is a locally nilpotent 
ideal. We will have to use the following known results, which can be found 
in [6]. If I is a locally nilpotent ideal of an associative algebra R, then R is 
locally nilpotent if and only if R/I is locally nilpotent. If R is an associative 
algebra and if there exists a natural number n such that P = 0 for all 
x E R, then R is locally nilpotent. The Levitzki radical of an associative 
algebra contains all locally nilpotent right ideals. If R is any algebra, then 
the associators of R generate an ideal t, which is by (*) equal to 
(R, R, R) + (R, R, R) R. Clearly, R/r is an associative algebra. 
LEMMA 21. Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c E R be an idem- 
potent such that (c, c, R) = 0. If R,, (resp. R,,) is a subalgbra of R and ifQII 
(resp. QW) denotes the inverse image of the Levitxki radical of R,,/r,, (resp. 
&olroo)~ where r 11 : = (Rll , Rll , &> + (Rll , Rll , Rll> Rll (ye@. r, : = 
(Ii,, , Roe , Rd + PO0 , Roe , Rd Roe), then RloRlo C Qll + Rol (w. 
RolRol C Qw + Rio) ad ho s xl0 , RI,) C QII + %O (w. (x01 s xol T ROI) C 
Qoo + Roll for all xl0 E RIO WP. xol E Roll. 
Proof. Let vl: R,, + R,,/r,, denote the canonical homomorphism. For 
fixed x = xl0 E RIO let 1, := (xR,, + R,,) n RI1 . Clearly I&, C RI1 and 
1&i C (x, R,, , Ii,,) + R,, C xR,, + Rol . Hence 1, is a right ideal of R,, . 
Any xn E 1, can be written in the form sir = xrlo + yol with suitable 
r,, E R,, and yor E R,, . We have 
81 = (x50 + YOJ 31 = 4wlO) + YOl%l 
= 440 + YOl~lO) + YOl%l 
= 4~~~~~~) + ~~~~~~ E (Rio + Roll n Rll = 0. 
Hence z& = 0. Consequently, ~~(1,) is a locally nilpotent right ideal of R&,, . 
This shows 1, CQn and R,R,, CQII + R,, (resp. RoIRo, CQoo + RIO). 
Next we define Jz := (Qrr + (x, X, R,,) + RIO) n R,, . Clearly Js,, C R,, 
and by (2) 
CQ,, + (x> x> RnRlo) + (x, Rn 7 x&o) + (x> Ru 9 40) x 
C 811 + (x3 x9 RI,) + RI, + Ro, + Roe - 
Hence Jz is a right ideal of RI, . Any al1 E Jlc satisfies z& E Qrr by Micheev’s 
result. Consequently p)r(J,J is a locally nilpotent right ideal of R&, . This 
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shows Jz C Qll and (x3 x, Rio) C Qll + Rio (rev. (x0 ,xol ,Rol> CQoo + Rol 
for xol E R,,). 
COROLLARY. Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c E R be an idem- 
potent such that (c, c, R) = 0. If R,, (resp. R,,J is an associative subalgebra whose 
Levitzki radical is zero, then R,,R1,, C R,, (resp. R,,R,, C R,,) and xfo = 0 
(resp. xi1 = 0) for xl0 E RIO (resp. xol E R,,). 
Proof. By the lemma x1”, E Qrr + Rol . By the table xt, E R,, . Hence 
xfo ~~~~ = 0 (resp. x& = 0). 
To state our next theorem we introduce some notations. Let R be a right 
alternative algebra and let c E R be an idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0 
and R,, + R, is a subalgebra of R. We put R* := R,, + R,, and let 
r* := (R*, R”, R*) + (R*, R*, R*) R* 
denote the ideal of R* generated by all associators. Let p denote the canonical 
epimorphism of R* onto R*/r*. Let Qrr (resp. Q,,,,) denote the inverse image 
of the Levitzki radical of v(RIJ (resp. v(Roo)). Then Qrl (resp. Qoo) is an 
ideal of the subalgebra R,, (resp. R,,). Define q* := Qrr + R,, + R,, + Qoo . 
Put 
Qlo : = ho E ho I &o + q,oR C q *f 
resp. 
Qol : = (401 E ROI I &I,, + qoP C q *> 
and 
q :=QII +QIO +Qo,, +Qoo. 
THEOREM 11. Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c E R be an 
idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0 and R* = RR,, + R,, is a subalgebra. Then 
q2: = Q,I + Qlo + Qol + Boo is an ideal of R containing R1,Ro, + RooR,, and 
xl0 , xi1 for xl0 E R,, and xol E R,, . 
Proof. For fixed x E R,, we let K, := Qrr + xRo, . From K,R,, C 
Kz + (x, R,, > Rol) C K, + (RIoRIo n R,,) C K, by Lemma 21 we see that 
K, is a right ideal of R,, . If x has the property that for each yol E R,, there 
exists go1 E Qoo such that (xyor) (xx,,r) = x~,,rzol modulo Qrr holds for all 
~01 E Ro, 3 then we can show that v(K,) is locally nilpotent. For the proof let 
ktA), h E A, be finitely many elements of K, . Each kc”) can be written in the 
form kfA) = q(A) + xy$ with qtA) E Qrr and y$) E R,, . Let Y,, denote the 
subalgebra of Qoo generated by the finitely many elements 9;:‘. Then v(Yoo) 
is nilpotent, say p’( Yoo)n = 0. Choose n + 1, not necessarily distinct elements 
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X, E (1, V = 1,2 ,..., it + 1. Put i, : = xyi*). Then the assumption on x E R,, 
gives by induction v(nrz; ZJ = v(iJ v(nyLi iV) = ‘p(xyoOy$+“+‘)) modulo 
dQn>, where YOO : = j$)( .v. ( ~$?-2)( $,>-l)j$J)) es.) E Y,,,, . Applying p one 
sees rp( y,,J E cp( Y,)” = 0. Hence y,,,, E roe . Using the polarized form of (2) 
one sees yooyii *+I) E r,R,, = 0. Hence p)(nzTl i,) 3 0 modulo cp(QIr). Hence 
(p(n,“,fi’ k(AJ E v(QJ. There exist only finitely many different products 
y(n,“=il WV)) since /l is finite. Hence they generate a nilpotent subalgebra of 
&QII). This proves that every finitely generated subalgebra of #&) is nil- 
potent. Hence p)(KJ is a locally nilpotent right ideal of the associative algebra 
v(R,,). Consequently K, C QII . 
For any x E R,, one has module QI1 by Lemma 21 
(XYO,) WOl) = x(Yol(x~olN = XKYOlX) ZOl) + 4YOl 3 ZOl > 4 
= X((YOlX) 201) + XKYOl~Ol) 4 = X((YOlX) ZOl) 
since x((yolzoJ X) E RI, and 
4(YOl~Ol) 4 = (X(YOl~OlN x + (x9 x, YOl~Ol) E ~lo%O + RlO + Roe 
+ (x, x, ho) + (x, x, Ko) C Qu + ho + Ro, + &,o . 
We specialize now and consider x := xllxol E R,, . Then 
X((YOlX) 201) = XNYo14 x01) x01> + X((Yo1 9 x01 9 x11) x01> 
= x((Yolxl1) x01 - Yol(xolx11N x01 * 
If we define jol := (yolxlJ x01 - ~dx~~x~~), then %1 E Qoo by (0’) and 
Lemma 21 and we have shown the desired congruence 
(x~~d Wol) = ~~~~~~ module Qll . 
By the above K, C Qll . This proves (R,,Ro,) R,, C Qll . Similarly one 
obtains (R,,R,,) RIO C Qoo . Next we choose xl0 E R,, and qoo E Qoo . Let 
x : = xlopoo E R,, . Then 
X((Yo14 201) = x(((Yolxlo) 400) ZOl> + X((Yo1 9 PO0 > x10> ZOl) 
= 4(YOlXlO) 400 - Y01(Q00%0)) ZOl * 
If we put 901 : = (~01x10) qoo - YOI(Q~OX~~), then jol E Qoo by (0’) and Lemma 
21 and we have shown the desired congruence 
(x~~d (xzod = ~901~~1 module Qll - 
By the above K, C Qrr . This proves RloQoJ?o, C QI1 . Similarly 
Ro,Q&o C Qoo - 
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Now we have all the necessary ingredients to prove that q is an ideal. These 
are 
UWoJ Ro, + R,oQooRo~ C Qn 3 
&o%o) RIO + RolQ&o C Boo 3 
RloR,o C Qn + Ro, > Ro,%I C Qoo + RI, > 
xto E Q11, x:1 E Qoo 7 
(x10 7 x10 , ho) C Qn + RIO > (x01 3 x01 , Rod C Qoo + Ro, . 
One has Rq + qR C Qll + Qio + 86 + Qoo with 
(resp.) 
Q;o : = 41810 + RnRol + &oQoo + Q&o 
+ (%,Qo, + Roe) n RIO + Qdoo 
Qb : = %oQol + ROOK, + Ro,Qu + QooRol 
+ (RloQlo + %) n Rol + Qol%. 
We have to show Qio C QIo (resp. QA1 C Qol). This follows from 
RQ;o + Q;di C q* + %lQ;o + Q;oRol C q* + (ROI 3 Qlo 9 RI,) 
+ CR,, , %I 9 RI,) + (ROI 3 Qoo > RIO) + Ro,Q&o 
+ R,I(R~IQ,I + QOI%I) + @,I , Roe 3 Qlo> 
+ Pu > %I ,810) + (RnRod Rol + RIOQOPOI 
+ C&n 9 ROI 9 4,) + (RolQo~ + QolRod %I 
+ (QIO 9 ROI 7 Roe) C q* + RodQolRoJ 
+ (RolQo,) Ro, C q* + Qo1(%1%d + (Ro,%J Sol 
c q*. 
Similarly we get QL C QoI . Hence Rq + qR C q and R,,R,, + R,,,,RIo C q. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a 2-torsion free right alternative algebra and let 
c E R be an idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0 and RI, + R,, is a subalgebra 
ofR.i-fq=O,thencENq. 
Proof. By the theorem q = 0 implies R,,R,, = R,&, = 0 and 
xfo = x1 = 0. These statements are equivalent to c E IV, . 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free r$ht alternative algebra 
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and let c E R be an idempotent such that (c, c, R) = 0 and R,, + R,, is a sub- 
algebra of R. Then c E Ne and either q = 0 or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. If q = 0, then c E ND by Corollary 1. Otherwise c E Qrl . 
By applying 9 one sees that q(c) is nilpotent. Hence q(c) = 0 and c err1 
follows. From the polarized form of (2) one gets r,,R,O = 0. Hence 
RI0 = CR,, Crl,R,, = 0. By the table R,, + R,, is an ideal of R. Hence 
R = R,, and c is a unit element of R. 
As a further application we get 
THEOREM 12. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra and 
let c be an idempotent of R. If c E NA , then c E No . If c E N, , then R is alter- 
native or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. If c E Nh , then RU and Ii,, are subalgebras of R. Hence c E N, 
by Corollary 2 of Theorem 11. If c E N, and R is not alternative, then by 
Theorem 5 and Lemma 8 c E Nh . Hence RJ?,, C R,, and RO,Ro, C R, . 
By Corollary 2 of Theorem 10 we get q = 0. Hence R,,R,, C R,, and 
R,,R,, C RI0 by Lemma 21. Consequently R,,&, = R,,R,, = 0. By Corol- 
lary 2 of Lemma 19 either R,,R,, = R,,R,, = 0 or R,, = R&o,, 
Roe = Ro,R,o . In the first case, R,, + R,, + R,, is an ideal of R. Hence c 
is a unit element of R. In the second case all associators vanish as one easily 
verifies. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. 
If N, contains a pair of orthogonal idempotents, then R is alternative. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple 2-torsion free right alternative algebra. 
If c is an idempotent of R such that (c, c, R) = 0 and R,, + R,, is a subalgebra 
of R, then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
The following lemma played a role in an earlier proof of Corollary 2. 
It is of interest in its own right. 
LEMMA 22. Let R be a right alternative algebra and let c be an idempotent of 
R such that (c, c, R) = 0. If R&,, = R,,R,, = 0 and xt,, = 0 for aZZ 
310 E RIO , then the ideal generated by R,, does not contain c. 
Proof. Let (R,,) denote the ideal generated by R,, and assume c E (R,,). 
From the table one gets that c can be written in the form 
where w E (Rll , Rll , Rll) Rll + (Rll , Rll , Rll) and 6’ E Rll , 6) E: 4, , 
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v?: E & , x01 E Ror . By (2) and RloRl, = R,,R,, = RloRo, = 0 one has 
wR,, = 0. 
Multiply c from the right by xl0 E RIO . This shows 
Xl0 = T (x~~)(zLj;L:~~)) Xl0 = $ *;“((*~;‘&‘) XIO). 
Choose any ylo E RIO. Then 
YlOXlO = - 1 (YlO > & @Y’%!‘> x10) 
i 
= 1 (YlO , (di$:;‘> x10 > 43 
From zf, = 0 one gets by polarization slowlo + wlozlo = 0. Hence 
(z&bf~) xl0 E R,, gives by (0’) 
= ; ((YlO%O) 4l9 wlzb’ 
with wfi := x$&’ E R,, . This expression for yloxlo can be inserted on the 
right side. Iterating this insertion one can write yloxlo as a sum of products 
with so many factors that at least one factor u$) or w$ occurs twice. This 
shows ylo~ro = 0. Consequently RI,&, = 0 and (RIO) n R,, = 0. Thus 
c + (RIO). 
It seems to be difficult to remove the restriction on R,, and Roe 
in the statement of Lemma 21 and Theorem 11. It is known that R,, and 
R,, need not to be subalgebras [l]. Working with the subalgebra R* 
generated by RI, + R,, one can divide out the associator ideal r* := 
(R*, R*, R*) + (R*, R*, R*) R* to get an associative algebra i? = R*/r*. 
If g, denotes the canonical epimorphism of R* onto R, then y(c) is an idem- 
potent that leads to a Peirce decomposition i? = &, + i?lo + $r + R,, . 
If &r (resp. goo) denotes the Levitzki radical of the associative algebra R,, 
(resp. R,,), then one can define 
Qll : = {a1 E Rll I dd E !A1 rev. Qoo : = {no0 E Roe I cpkoo) E Poo}. 
With these definitions one can start to copy the proofs of Lemma 21 and 
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Theorem 10. But we will not proceed further in this direction since there 
seems to be no way to show c $ Qri in case R is simple. 
Let R be a right alternative algebra and c an idempotent of R such that 
(c, c, R) = 0. Following [15] we define T,,, := {toi E R,, 1 tolRlo = 0, 
tolR,, C RI,}. One easily derives R,,R,l C RI, + T,,, and T,,R,, C To, . 
Hence the subalgebra generated by R,, is contained in the subalgebra 
Rll + (R,,T,, + &(T,,T,d) + To1 C 4, + 4, + Rol + Definev := Tolp 
Tl := To,, and inductively T”+l) := T”)R,, , T,,, := T, + Tn+l) for 
n >, 1. By using the table one gets TnRl,, C T, , T,R,, C T, , T,+,R,, C T, , 
TnRo, C T,,,, . Hence 
is a right ideal of R. 
T:= 1 T,,= 1 T”’ 
n>1 n>l 
Define H,, := {hi, E 4, I Wh C Rll + Toll. Then RllRol C 4, y 
TO&N C Hlo and RIIHI~ C Hlo . Hence T3J C H,,R,, and T4) C Rl,R,l . By 
induction one easily obtains T2n+1) C H,,,Ii,, and T2n+2) C IP,,R,,, C HI, . 
This implies T C To, + HI, + Hl,Ro,, . Dually to T,,, one defines 
Clearly T,,T,,, = 0 and T,,R,, = 0. Also 
T&Wod C (Tlo 3 R,, > R,,) = 0. 
Next TloP’~&l) C TloRlo C Rol and V&d Tlo C (To1 , Tlo , Rod = 0. 
From tl~iO + xlOt10 E R,, one concludes T,,(T,,,R,,) = 0. Hence we have 
proved T,,T = 0. If one assumes that no nonzero right ideal of R has a 
nonzero annihilator, then T,, = 0 or To, = 0, hence R,, or R,, is a sub- 
algebra of R. If R has two orthogonal idempotents and no proper right ideals, 
then R,, and R,, are subalgebras and one can apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 12 
to get Kleinfeld’s result in [ 151 that a 2-torsion free right alternative algebra R 
without proper right ideals containing a unit element e and an idempotent 
c # e such that (c, c, R) = 0 is alternative, hence a Cayley vector matrix 
algebra of dimension 8 over its center. 
In [lo] Humm makes the assumption that R is a 2-torsion free right 
alternative algebra without nilpotent ideals and with an idempotent c such 
that R,, and Roe contain no nilpotent elements besides 0. From c(c, c, x) = 
(c, c, cx) = (c, c, x) c one has (c, c, x) E R,, + RI, . Hence (c, c, x)” = 0 
gives (c, c, x) = 0 and R has a Peirce decomposition. Although R,, and RI1 
may not be subalgebras one can copy the proofs of Lemma 21 and Theorem 
10 by defining Qn := 0 and Qas = 0. We sketch how to proceed. Let 
xl1 E VWlo + Rod n Rll . Then z,“r = 0 shows R,,R,, C R,, and x&, = 0. 
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From (xIO, xl0 , yIO) E R,, and Micheev’s result (x1,, xl0 , R,,) = 0. Let 
x = xllxol E RI,, . Then xy,,r E RI1 and (xY,,)~ = 0 shows (RI&,,) R,,, = 0. 
Hence q := QIo + Qar is an ideal. Moreover q3 = 0 and by assumption 
q = 0. Observe T,,, C q. Hence R,, and R,, are subalgebras. Now Ii,, and 
R,, are alternative by Micheev’s result. By checking all other alternators one 
gets that R is alternative. The proof of Humm goes approximately along the 
same lines. 
Another proof that finite-dimensional unital simple 2-torsion free right 
alternative algebras R with idempotents are alternative should result from a 
study of Peirce decomposition with respect to complete orthogonal systems of 
absolutely primitive idempotents in a suitable extension of R and proving 
analoga to Lemma 21 and Theorem 11. These facts justify the hope that the 
final classification of simple right alternative algebras will result from a 
translation of the proofs of Lemma 21 and Theorem 11 into the language of 
Jordan algebras. A step in this direction is given in [9]. 
The author intends to start this program in a subsequent paper. 
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